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prie from 6d. to 7d. from its next issue,
which is going to take a little more money
now that it has ceased publishing one of
its other papers.

I would have liked to have a word with
the Postmaster-General, as I think he
controls the Australian Broadcasting Com-
mission. I am disgusted with the horrible
screeching noises that come over the air
on Sundays during the presentation of
some of the horror plays; and unless young
people are different from what I was in my
young days, they must be disgusted, too.
Is that edifying or educational for our
young people?

It is time the A.B.C. was asked to give
a little thought to doing something better
for the people in this country. It is only
a young country, with a small number of
people, and we are going to depend on the
younger generation, Honror stories will
not help them.

Hon. J. M. A. Cunningham: What about
television? Will we see horror pictures on
it?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I Saw
television in England, but I did not see
any horror pictures. I did see Mr. M ernzies
at times.

The Chief Secretary: Was not that a
horror picture?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: No. He
told us stories in his nice, plausible
manner. He was questioned by someone
on the other side of the table, and he gave
the pleasant smile he can always give
when he wants to, and it was very satis-
factory.

The Australian Broadcasting Commis-
sion is probably giving the public what it
thinks it wants; but is it commonsense to
give people all they want? Should not
a medium of that sort be used to educate
the people? I do not object to the broad-
casting of sport, such as cricket. But why
all the third-rate stuff such as that dealing
with the shooting-up of people or the ex-
periences of a man living with another's
wife? It depresses me: it really does! I
have to listen to it each Sunday evening
at a friend's place.

An organisation such as the A.B.C. is able
to build up the morale of the people or
bring it down to degradation-to educate
them, or to put them back in the dark
ages. The A.B.C. should use its power and
influence to better purpose. Broadcasting
is a marvellous innovation when used to
build up the morale and point to the best
way of life for the people. The Press and
the broadcasting people have a very great
responsibility, and I do not consider they
are living up to what I expect of them.
However, they will say, 'Why take any
notice of an insignificant person like him?"

When I hear the news and wonder just
how far away another war is. it makes
me-an old man-very depressed. My re-

marks may not be very enlightening.
encouraging or worthwhile; but I hope I
have made a contribution which will reach
the People. The best people outside
are Probably those associated with the
churches, but many people cannot be at-
tracted to them, as the late Mr. Collier
said. it is hard to get people to church;
but a big fight will fill a hall. I do not
propose to say anything further at the
moment, but I hope my contribution to
this debate has expressed my true feelings.

On motion by Hon. G. C. MacKinnon,
debate adjourned.

House adjourned at S.58 p.mn.

?.Ligiuatinc Amwrnubtu
Tuesday, 14th August, 1956.
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QUESTIONS.

WAR SERVICE LANDl SETTLEMENT.
Operation of New Leases.

Mr. BOVELL asked the Minister for
Lands:

(1) Is there a new lease now in opera-
tion between the War Service Land Set-
tlement Board and the settler?

(2) If so, when and on whose authority
was this new lease issued?

(3) Why was the original lease agree-
ment discarded?

(4) What are the altered and/or addi-
tional conditions imposed on the settler?

(5) As the original lease was presented
to, and approved by, Parliament, why has
not the new lease been submitted to Par-
liament for ratification?

The PREMIER (for the Minister for
Lands) replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) The new lease operated from March,

1954, under written agreement with the al-
lottees to accept the conditions of the new
legislation when passed. This legislation
was finally assented to in November, 1954.
The lease was Issued after agreement with
the Commonwealth and State authorities.

(3) Leases issued under the original
form are still operative. The legislation
under which the old lease was framed was
invalidated. The new form of lease agree-
ment is issued under the 1954 State legis-
lation and complies with the conditions de-
termined by the Commonwealth for the
grant of financial assistance to the State.

(4) The main purpose of the amend-
ments is to make clear the rights of the
Minister to:

(a) Charge to the lessee for all im-
provements whether on the pro-
perty at the time of acquisition
or provided subsequently.

(b) Increase the rental to cover any
portion of the cost of providing
structures over and above the
standard charge fixed for struc-
tures.

(c) Average the cost of development
of farms within a Project for the
purpose of adjusting the rental
on each holding-subject to the
economic limit defined in the con-
ditions.

(d) To obviate any contention that the
lessee purchased the demised land
upon which structures sold to him
are situated.

(5) In view of the fact that the new
lease contained only such amendments as
were necessary to make it comply wit
the 1954 Act and was not retrospective,
It was not presented to Parliament.

STATE LAND TAX.
(a) Effect of Revaluations.

Mr. COURT asked the Treasurer:
(1) In what years were the last two re-

valuations made for State land tax pur-
Poses in each of the metropolitan area
suburbs?

(2) What was the aggregate result of
revaluation in each of these suburbs?

(3) What is the programme and time-
table for further revaluation of each of
these suburbs?

The TREASURER replied:
(1) and (2) The details are as follow:-

Melroolitan Suhvrbs-Revaluatlo, Figures.

Suburb

Claremont
Cottse ...
Fremantle ..
Fremantle

East ...
Fremantle

North ..
Guildford ..
Midland

Junction ..
Redlands ..
Perth-ity

Leederville
North Perth
Victoria

Park ...
South Perth
Sub laco ..
Basse ndea.
Baysuater ..
Belmont ..
Canning
Cockb urn.

Sound ..
Darling

Range ..
Gosml n ..li
Melville ..
Mosman Park
Mwvdaring ..
Peppermint

Growe
Perth Road

Soard ..
Rockingham

Year of Total
Revaluation J.11.

1932/3
1941/2
1951/2

t
372,783
315,028

2,523,094

Year of
Revaluation

1952/3
1951/2
1955/6

Total
U .

f
1,246,637

877,560
6,532,015

1"41/2 163,433 1954/5 937,529

1930/1
1936/7

134,128 1935/6 133,178
92,909 1954/5 222,395

1932/3 136,447 1952/3
1950/1 2,142,305 1955/6
1951/2 22,259,827 19-AI51

1955/65
1951/2 1,340,759 1954/5
1940/1 596,475 1954/5

1934/5 488,116 1952/3
1948/9 777,178 1952/3
1950/1 761,209 1954/5
1951/2 303,506 1955/6
1951/2 759, 829 1955/6
1951/2 650,248 1955/6
1949/50 508,706 1953/4

445,585
7,011,760

32,865,174
2,130,950
2,522,395

1,869,750
2,422,740
2,412,115

810,815
2.,157,365
2,458,180
1,725,447

1941/2 134,928 1954/5 1,634,665
1922/3
1949/50
1949/50
1936/7
1931/2

239, 712
Z70,891
963,326
155,995
158,442

1951/2
1951/2
1954/5
1952/3
1952/3

517,855
418,295

4,481,170
316,690
597,906

1952/3 490,646 1955/6 999,835

1953/4 4,150,618 1955/6 8,486,464
195041 350,656 19511/5 1,388,505

(3) Revaluation Programme is depen-
dent upon the availability of the valuers,
but approximately eight suburbs are in-
cluded annually. For the year 1956-57, the
following suburbs have been listed:-Clare-
mont, Cottesloe, Oosnells, Melville. Midland
Junction, Mosman Park, North F'remantle
and Victoria Park.

(b) Payment by Widows.

Mr. COURT asked the Treasurer:
(1) What are reasons for differentiating

between civilian and war Widows by g-rant-
Ig the former exemption from State land
tax and not war widows except in cases
of financial hardship?

(2) Wml he give consideration to letting
the exemption apply to both civilian and
war widows especially in view of the steep
increase in State land tax revenue arising
from higher values?
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The TREASURER replied: FISHING INDUSTRY.
(1) The exemption to civilian widows

was granted by an amending Act passed
in 1945. The reason for not including war
widows was probably because there is no
limitation to the amount war widows may
earn or possess outside of their pension .

(2) Yes.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES.

(a) Karridale-Augusta Area.

Mr. BOVELL asked the Minister for
Works:

In view of the urgent need for electricity
supplies in the Karridale-Augusta area,
when does the State Electricity Commission
intend continuing power lines from Mar-
garet River to F'linders Bay?

The MINISTER replied:
The commission is not at present con-

templating making extensions in this area.

(b) South-West Power Scheme,

Hon. D. BRAND asked the Minister for
Works:

(1) Who decided that the subsidy of
£72,000 paid over the last few Years to the
South-West power scheme was no longer
necessary?

(2) On what information was such
decision made?

(3) When will final accounts for last
financial year of State Electricity Commis-
sion be available?

(4) Has any Protest against the decision
not to pay the £12,000 been made by-

(a) the State Electricity Commission;
(b) the consumers?

(5) To what extent will non-payment of
the subsidy affect the extension of power
lines and the future price of current to
country consumers in the South-West?

The MINISTER replied:

(1) The Treasurer.

(2) On the accounts of the commission
for 1954-55 and a statement in connection
therewith by the Grants Commission that
the subsidy would be disallowed in future
payments.

(3) Within one month.

(4) (a) The commission has set out the
reasons why it considers the
subsidy should continue.

(b) No.

(5) This is not yet known.

North-West Survey.
Mr. NORTON asked the Premier:
Has he knowledge of any steps being

taken by the Federal Government. since
the sale of the whaling station on Babbage
Island, to carry out-

(1) A full scale survey of North-West
waters with respect to tuna,
prawns and other valuable species
of fish, which are to be found
there?

(2) The establishment of a pilot pro-
cessing plant for the treatment of
the fish mentioned in above
question?

The PREMIER replied:
No, but it is understood the Common-

wealth Department of Primary Industry
has these matters under consideration.

HIRE PURCHASE.
Application of Money Lenders' Act.

Mr. JOHNSON asked the Minister for
Justice:

(1) Should the various hire purchase
firms be registered under the Money
Lenders' Act?

(2) If not, would transactions of these
firms contravene the provisions of the
Act, if such firms were subject to the
Act?

-(3) Will he examine the necessary
amendments to bring these transactions
under the control of this Act?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) Probably not, although the legal

position is not certain.
(2) Yes, if the rate of interest should

exceed 15 per cent. per annumn.
(3) The long Title of the Money Lend-

ers' Act is 'An Act to amend the law with
respect to persons carrying on business as
money-lenders." An English court has
held (1939 Ch. 531) that it would be an
abuse of the language to regard hire pur-
chase firms as money-lenders under the
Money Lenders' Acts of the United King-
dom.

GRAVEL.
Payment to Landholders and Filling-in

o1 Pits.
Mr. I. W. MANNING asked the Minister

for Works:
(1) Will the Government give consid-

eration to making payment to land-
holders for gravel and stone taken from
private property for main roads and other
public works?

(2) Will consideration be given to the
filling-in of gravel pits and leaving the
land clean and in good repair when
material has been removed by any Gov-
erment department?
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The MINISTER replied:
(1) It is not proposed to vary the exist-

ing policy. This includes the reimburse-
ment of the owner for any loss he may
have incurred in respect of improvements
damaged or destroyed.

(2) When materials have been removed
from a property, it is not practicable to
fill in the excavation, but every effort is
made to meet the owners' requirements
in regard to restoration of fences and the
safeguarding of stock.

TRAFFC.
(a) Drivers' Licences Expiry Notices.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON asked the
Minister for Transport:

(1) What are the reasons, if any, why
expiry notices in respect of drivers' lic-
ences are not mailed to holders?

(2) If there are any reasons, is it con-
sidered that they outweigh the practical
advantages of such a sound business prac-
tice?

(3) Will he give consideration to insti-
tuting the scheme, in order to achieve a
higher standard of efficiency and provide
a greater measure of service to the public?

The MINISTER replied:
The question is under consideration at

the present time.

(b) Pedestrian Crossing, Pert h-Kwinana
Highway.

Mr. GRAYDEN asked the Minister for
Works:

(1) Has any decision been made as to
whether an overhead bridge or a subway
will be the means provided at Como beach
to enable pedestrians to cross the Perth-
Ewinana Highway?

(2) Has a site for such a crossing been
decided upon, and if so, where?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) This matter is under consideration,

but no decision has been made.
(2) No.

(c) Control for Pedestrian Crossing.

Mr. GRAYDEN asked the Minister for
Police:

in view of the fact that the installation
of traffic lights at the Mill Point-rd.-
Berwick-st.-Canning Highway intersec-
tion is considered impractical, will he give
consideration to having a police officer
stationed at the intersection on Saturday
mornings for the purpose of assisting
pedestrians who wish to cross the high-
way at that point?

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT (for
the Minister for Police) replied:

This question has been asked of the
wrong Minister; it comes within my juris-
diction.

A census was taken last Saturday and
it is not considered that the position
warrants control by officers of the Police
Department in view of the number of
pedestrians crossing the highway at this
point.

WATER SUPPLIES.
Steel Used and Pipeline to Minnivale and

Wyalkatchem.
Hon. D. BRAND asked the Minister for

Water Supplies:
(1) Where was the steel used which was

the subject of tenders called on the 13th
February, 1953?

(2) When will a start be made on the
main pipeline north to Minnivale and
Wyalkatchem?

(3) When is it anticipated that the
water will reach the latter town?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) After contracts are let the con-

tractor does not request rallings of steel
Plate until instructed by the department
to do so. Owing to shortage of funds the
contractor has only recently been re-
quested to order steel plate for this par-
tic ular contract and to date no plate has
reached the contractor.

(2) It is Planned to commence the work
during this financial Year, but the works
programme for 1956-57 is not yet finallsed.

(3) It is planned to supply water to
Wyalkatchemn some two to three years
after work commences on the Cunderdin-
Minnivale main, but availability of loan
funds will be the determining factor.

HARBOURS.
Improvement at Geraldton.

Hon. D. BRAND asked the Minister for
Works:

(1) Has any estimate ever been made of
the cost of improving the depth of Gerald-
ton harbour?

(2) If so, what was the sum and when
was the estimate made?

(3) What improvement in draught of
ships entering the harbour was obtained
through the alteration of the "lead line"?

(4) When was the echo sounding com-
pleted and was a chart prepared as a re-
suit?

(5) If so, will he lay this chart on the
Table of the House?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) Following upon complaints of ships

grounding in the outer approaches to
Geraldton harbour, preliminary estimates,
based on meagre information, were pre-
pared to cover the cost of improving the
available depth.
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(2) Estimates prepared in 1949 were as The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT re-

Safe draft 26ft. .
Safe draft 27ft. .
Safe draft 2Sf t. .

£
500,000
900.000

1,500,000

(3) Echo soundings were subsequently
taken and showed that by altering the "lead
line" a safe draft of 27? feet could be ob-
tained. It is estimated that this draft
could be increased to 28 feet at an esti-
mated cost of approximately £100,000.

(4) Echo soundings were completed in
1953 and Plan P.WD. W.A. 26950, Drawing
11B, shows details.

(5) The plan will be made available in
my office for inspection by the hon.
member.

TRAM AND BUS SERVICES.
South Perth Routes.

Mr. GRAYDEN asked the Minister for
Transport:

Will he investigate the possibility of al-
tering the route of the present Ryrie
Avenue via Lansdowne-rd. bus service
(South Perth) to give a more adequate
service to residents in the area bordered
by Rathay-st., and Tenth Avenue?

The MINISTER replied:
It is not considered justified at the pres-

ent moment to make a deviation in the
existing service owing to the effect it would
have on those people travelling from fur-
ther distances. However, the matter will
be borne in mind in the event of their be-
ing a reorganisation of metropolitan pas-
senger transport.

RAILWAYS.
Freight Charges.

Hon. A. F. WATTS asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Railways:

What are railway charges for carriage
of the undermentioned items from Perth
to-

(Midland

(c) Albany;
(d) Katanning;
(e) Northam;
(f) Miling;
(g) Mt. Barker;
(h) Ongerup;

(1) a tanker of motor spirit;
(2) a Chamberlain Champion tractor;
(3) a header harvester;
(4) wheat;
(5) superphosphate;
(6) hay and chaff?

plied:
The Particulars are as fallow:-

(1) (2) (3) (4) and (5) (6)
(5,404 (2 tons (2 tns (per (per
gals.) 18 cwt.) 10 mwt.) ton) ton)

is
165
173
164
133
61

105
154
157

s. d.
18 11
2 5

15 9
6 5
0 5
0 4

16 9
5 5

Zs.

28 8
31 10
30 0
24 5
10 9
19 2
28 4
28 13

£e
24
27
25
20
9

15
24
24

d.
9
9
6
9
5

10
3
0

S.

54
59
56
47
29
39
54
55

(a)
(b)
(0)

(d)
(e)
WI
(g)
(h)

S.

82
89
85
74
43
64
81
82

FRUIT GROWING INDUSTRY.
Supply of Cases.

Mr. HEARMAN asked the Minister for
Native Welfare:

(1) Is he aware that considerable incon-
venience and additional cost was incurred
by some fruit growers due to the irregular-
ity of sizes of fruit case ends supplied by
the State Saw Mills?

(2) Is he aware that the quality of cases
for export of fruit in this State was so
poor that It became necessary to increase
the agreed-upon tolerance for width?

(3) What steps, if any, are being taken
to improve the position for the coming
season?

(4) What are the Government's views on
the subject of quality of fruit cases for
export fruit in the light of the increasing
competition being met with on overseas
markets?

The MINISTER replied:

(1) and (2) Complaints were received In
March on shrinkage of case ends supplied
by the State Saw Mills and the position was
met by some tolerance on the part of the
Fruit Inspection Branch by acceptanec of
cases down to 81m iIn width instead of 8iin.
as normally required. The complaint only
applied to a small proportion of cases
supplied by the State Saw Mills.

(3) On the production side, kiln season-
ing would be necessary with spread of deliv-
ery to minimise movement after delivery.
Beyond attention to detail, there will be
no basic departure by the State Saw Mills
in current practice in the coming season.
Use of export cases as packing boxes in
the orchards is an important contributing
factor in rejections at time of export and
this is outside the control of the case
producer. Certain advices have been given
to grower organisations with respect to
early and late delivery of cases.

(4) The Government subscribes to the
general view that a reasonable standard of
case is essential to proper marketing of
export fruit.

follows:-

(a)

(b)

Geraldton
route);
Kalgoorlie;
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ROUSING.
Deferred Payment System.

Mr. WILD asked the Minister for Hous-
ing:

(1) What was the total amount of hous-
ing contracts let by the State Housing
Commission during the last financial year
on the deferred payment system?

(2) To what date were such payments
deferred?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) £346,486.
(2) (a) The 31st July, 1956, £149,630.

(b) The 31st August, 1956. £196.856.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION.
Formula Used by Premium Rates

committee.

Mr. COURT asked the Minister for
Labour:

What formula is used by the Premium
Rates Committee to determine premium
rates for workers' compensation insurance?

The MINISTE9R FOR. LABOUR replied:
Premiums for workers' compensation in-

surance are determined by the Premium
Rates Committee at such rates as under-
writing experience indicates should give a
ratio of losses to premiums of 70 per cent.
Earned premiums and outstanding claims
are to be taken into account together with
all circumstances, such as fluctuating
wages and benefits1 as are relevant at the
time of each fixation.

I might mention for the benefit of the
hon. member that if there are any fur-
ther details he requires, the chairman of
the Workers' Compensation Board would
be happy to discuss the matter with him
and give him the fullest possible in-
formation.

ROADS.
Allocation of Federal Aid Funds.

Hon. A. F. WATTS asked the Minister
for Works:

(1) of the Federal aid roads f unds avail-
able to this State during 1955-1956, how
much was allocated-

(a) to road boards outside the metro-
politan area for or towards the
construction, maintenance and re-
pair of roads;

(b) towards the cost of works con-
nected with transport other than
roads?

(2) Regarding No. 1 (a), how much, if
any, of the amounts allocated were not ex-
pended on the 30th June, 1956, and by
what boards were amounts of over El.000
unexpended and what boards and what
amounts were involved?

(3) In regard to No. (1) (b), for what
works was the expenditure approved and
how much in connection with each work
was unexpended on the 30th June, 1956?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) (a) £260,600.

(b) £149,451.

(2) Allocations to road boards (outside
the metropolitan area) unexpended at the
30th June, 1956, £84,750.

Road boards and a municipality with
unexpended amounts exceeding £1,000 at
the 30th June, 1956-

Rockingham
Swan
Wansseroo
Bruce Rocki"
Cunderdin
fammis
Victoria Plains
Wongun-BalIdU
manjirsup............... .
Plannup
Preston
West Arthur
Esperance..... ....
K~algoorlie.... .....

jIlgarn
Cue ... ..
Dalwalilitu
Geraldtan-0reenogl
Mlngenew..........
Morawa
Moona
Nolrthamspton
Phillips River
Broclcton
Bronsehil.........
Cuballing
Denmark
Tambellup.........
Wiclcepin
Gruowangeruip
Pdyuing-Pingrup ..
Lake Grace
Bonhury Municipality

(3) The following are tt
Itens and Nature of Work

Level Crossingsr-Provision of Flash.
lights

Special Police Patrol (Heavy Maul.
age)-Patrol costs

Special Police Patrol (Heavy Haul-
age)-Prchase of vehicles

Departmeetal Housing CNorth.West)-
Key personnel

Carnaivn M.R.D. Offic-Purchase and
renovatios ...

Carnurvon M.R.D. Depot-Equipment
Northsam M.R.D. Depot-Equipment
Buusbury M.B.O. Depot-Electrification
Welnkpool M.R.C. Depot-Bridge sec.

tion- Electrical installations
Moora M.R.D. Depot-Electrical instal.

latons.
Narrogin M.R.D. Cepot-Equipent
Albany M.R.D. Ollce-AlIterations..
Perth Causeway Emwvirons-lnsprove.

ments-Heirisos Is.. ....
Collie River Estuary, Bursury-Drndg.

log (Addit. fends)
Shark Bay Jletty-Additional Funds..
Roadside Waler Tanks and catchsmenss

-North of Meekatharra

C
1,012
2,200
1,653
1,190
2,000

2,502
1,200
1,'200
1,478
1,876
1,70D
1,103
1,644
1,080
1,50
1 ,910
1,200
1,'115
2,000
2,000
2,200
1,442
1,400
1,306
1,020
1,178
1,200
1,350
2,230
1,083
1,339
1,475

E48,455

te details:-
Amount UnieXpended
Allocated 30/16/56

te 4

2,600 -

12,000 3,657

2,000 1,213

19,660 4,300

10,050 854
230 -

698 -

1,ol 774

340

55
385
590

6,000

1,600
4,870

1,000

3,000

104

1,000

139
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Item and Nlature of Work

Roadside Water Tanks and catchnments
Hamelin Wool Shed

Fishing Boat Harbour, Frerntle-lim.
proveulents aisd seal breakwater ..

Canning River-Boring and testing _
Beagle Bay Landing Ground-liMprOee

Meets ..
Vibrating Sand Sprayer-Enperimental

tests
"Boxing out"' Blade attachment-

Modifications
P.W.D0. Boilding, Malcolm Street-

Wind deflectorn .. ... ..
Cowerin Railway Yard.--Construction

and seal -. . .. ..
Doodlakine Railway Yard-Conotruction

and seal
Narembeen Railway Yard--Constructon

and seal ..
Wyalkatchemn Railway Yard-Ctonotruc.

tion asd seal
Kondinin Railway Yard--Costroction

and seal
Kolin Railway Yard-Construction and

seal
Karrakatta Railway Yard--Cansiroction

and seal
Bsyup Brook Railway Yard--Constrac-

tic.' and seal
Traffic Fees Replacement
Salaries and Incidentals ... ..

Amount Unexpended
Allocated 30/6156

200

550
400

200

400

200

375

8o0

1,170

760

835

1,060

890

1,320

1,450
70,000

5,748

£149,451

200

550

198

400

£

a new member knows that he has been
asked to do his best for the people who
have chosen him to represent them in
this House. I can do no more at this
stage than express my sincere thanks to
the electors of Claremont who have given
me the opportunity of representing them,
and at the same time, assure them that
I shall do my best to carry out my duties
to their satisfaction, to my satisfaction
and, wherever possible, to the benefit of
the State in general.

- I do not propose to speak on legislation
which I would like to see passed because

- I feel I am not competent to do so. I
would prefer to endeavour to give a few

- ideas-not as an expert, an engineer or
384 any other type of expert-on a problem,

which is, today, most topical-that of
- traffic. I wish to express my ideas as a

layman who drives a car or catches a bus,
1,060 and as one who has, in the last few

years, had the opportunity of driving over
840 the continent of Europe and in Great

73 Britain. I am sure the biggest problem
with which any one person or one autho-

1,450 rity has to contend in Australia today is
- the different outlook between an English-

836 man and an Australian in regard to
- traffic discipline.

21t,743

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

Fourth Day.

Debate resumed from the 9th August.

MR. CROMIMELIN (Claremont) [4.53J:
Mr. Speaker, firstly, may I add my con-
gratulations to those already extended to
you on your elevation to the Speaker's
Chair. It is quite obvious to us already
that you will carry out your duties in a
mast efficient manner. May I also take
this opportunity of conveying my thanks
to the members of the parliamentary staff
and also to members of this Chamber, who
have, in a very kindly manner, offered me
suggestions and help in this, my first
parliamentary session.

I feel that, before going any further,
I should take this opportunity of paying
my tribute of respect to my predecessor.
Hon. C. F. J. North. Mr. North, as mem-
bers all know, served the electorate of
Claremont for a, period of over 30 years;
a period of unbroken service which has
been excelled by very few members of this
Parliament and indeed by very few mem-
bers in Australia, or, possibly in the world.
I know that, as Speaker of this Chamber,
he carried out his duties In a most honour-
able manner, and I also know that, as the
member for Claremont, he did his utmost
at all times for his constituents.

One approaches one's first session with
some trepidation, and to a certain extent,
with a feeling of frustration, but at least

A man can arrive in London knowing
full well that within 24 hours he is going
to drive a car, and it appears to him that
he will never be able to do so on account
of the tremendous number of vehicles on
the road, particularly when he realises
there are 20,00 double-decker buses going
through the city each day. When driving
in London there seems to him to be more
than 20,000 buses, yet within an hour of
driving he can sense a feeling of concious-
ness that the people around him know he
is a stranger and are endeavouring to help
him. I can say that during the whole
time in which I drove a car there, I was
never bumped into, nor did I bump into
anyone else.

In my opinion, the different psycho-
logical approach as between the British
and the Australian motorist has possibly
been brought about over the last three or
four decades by the fact that in England
the people have gone through a great deal
of suffering caused by two world wars and
their after effects. This has definitely
left its mark on them, but not on their
moral spirit. On the other hand, they are
prepared to accept discipline to a greater
degree than we are. But that is not the
entire answer. The answer to their
tremendous effort of road courtesy and
doing as they are asked with a good grace
has come from the same system as we
are adopting in Western Australia today,
and that is by educating the children
from a very young age to learn the rules
of road safety and road courtesy.

It is noticeable that in the last few
years there has been a definite improve-
ment In this respect inasmuch as today
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the children of school age give their traf-
:ftc signs in a most competent manner.
We must keep on with this system because
it is fairly evident that if we do, we will
gradually educate our drivers and pedes-
trians to the essentials of safety on the
roads. I have heard people say that it
is easy to drive in London because the
traffic is so slow. It is slow; it is five
miles per hour. I have heard other people
say, "Look how fast the traffic moves in
Sydney." It does; it travels at the rate
of 6.2 miles per hour! So, it can be seen
that there is not a great deal of dif -
ference,

It would be a wonderful thing if
throughout Australia we could have road
signs on an international scale. When a
person obtains a driver's licence overseas,
the first thing he is given is a notice to
attach to his windscreen with the result
that he knows what the signs are in every
country in Europe through which he
travels. For example, a cross-walk is
shown by a pair of legs; and an approach
to a school by a picture of a little boy
leading a little girl, both with school-bags
in their hands.

If wve could have this system through-
out Australia it would be a big help not
only to us but to the numerous people
who are arriving here from overseas. In
this regard, I query the value of having
stop signs in certain plates, because I feel
that if there is a stop sign, it is essential
for the motorist to stop. But unf or-
tunately very few people, off the main
highways, do so; and in odd places we
have some extraordinary results. For in-
stance, in driving up Princess-rd. in an
easterly direction, there is, on the cowner
of Bay-rd., a stop sign, but coming down
Princess-rd., on the same corner, when
approaching the west, there is a slow to 15
miles per hour sign.

It is quite appreciated that these two
signs are put there because it is a
dangerous corner, but with an inter-
national sign the motorist would see
"Danger" on the sign and consequently
would take more care. The question of
cross-walks is something, I think, which
could be approached by possibly the same
method, although I realise that at this
stage it is not possible to have them the
same as they are in England, that is, the
motorist knows 50 ft. beforehand that he
is getting to one by seeing the cross-walk
sign; and at night it is illuminated.

Of course, road courtesy and road sense
are developed there to such a degree that
no motorist would dream of going on a
cross-walk when a pedestrian was on any
part of it, and, by the same token, no
pedestrian would think of holding up a
stream of traffic until such time as he
realised that there was an opportunity for
him to cross In safety without causing
embarrassment to the motorist. So, it still
gets back to the original development of
courtesy from our children upwards.

The question of brighter lights on the
highways is something else to which we
could give consideration. I appreciate this
is a big problem, but after all most of our
serious accidents are caused through our
ill-lit highways and consequent shadows.
The same applies on the Continent. For
example, in Holland the motorist is not
allowed to put his headlights on at night;
the roads are well enough lit to do with-
out them.

The matter of punishments for breaches
of the Traffic Act causes hardship to many
People. To fine a wealthy man £5 for a
traffic off ence is not to impose a big
penalty, but to fine a Person on the basic
wage the same amount is, indeed, to be
severe. I feel that a series of punish-
menits, more competent to make each and
every one of us feel the effect of them.
may be a better solution. If, having a
family car, I lent it to my son and he
drove at a reckless speed, and I knew I
was going to lose the use of my car for a
week, a month or three months, according
to the scale of his breaking of the law,
I feel sure that I-and not only 1, but all
parents-would think very seriously about
the matter and instil into our children the
fact that they would not have the oppor-
tunity of driving the car twice if they once
broke the law.

Fines can also be unfair in the case of
employer and employee. Why should a
master carrier tell his employee to put on
a case of goods and hop down to Cottesloc,
and to step on it, and expect his employee
to break the speed limit? It is not fair,
because the man could have an endorse-
ment on his licence for obeying instruc-
tions. If the employee were to turn round
to his employer and say, "I will drive
within the speed limit," it would cause the
truck owner to think; that is, If he thought
his truck was going to be put off the road
for a mionth because he instructed his man
to break the law.

Then we have the extraordinary effects
that can arise through the one traffic
offence. Here I refer to the hypothetical
ease of a man going around a corner, ex-
ceeding the speed limit, bouncing or skid-
ding across to the right-hand side of the
road, not being observed and then pro-
ceeding on his way. The same thing may
happen a couple of days after with aL
different man but he is observed and is
fined t5 for the offence. Stil a third man
may do the same thing but, unfortunately,
he runs over a child and kills it. He could
be up for manslaughter.

No man drives a car to kill, but there we
have the same action with three very
different results. To sum up. I do most
sincerely suggest that a scale of punish-
ments combining the losing of one's traffic
licence and the car licence, would deter a
lot of people, especially those who are the
worst menaces on the road today-the
speedster, the -drunken driver and the
driver who is under the influence of liquor
but unfortunately does not know it.
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I do not profess to know anything about
the parking problem except that I would
lie to see double parking go; and I am
fairly certain that it will go pretty soon.
As a suggestion for the truck drivers, a
special space allotted to them In the main
streets would be a big help, and if that Is
not enough, It may be that they could be
granted a certain time each day In certain
streets when there would be no parking of
private vehicles. It is quite evident to me,
as a layman. that there just is not enough
street-room to cope with the number of
cars because the streets are not any bigger
than they used to be, but the number of
vehicles is.

It is reasonable to assume, too, that there
is likely to be something done about it in
order to give a lot of people a little time.
From what I have read in the Press, it is
fairly evident that we are going to have
parking meters. Parking meters are also
known as slot machines and bandits, but
they are a somewhat different type of
bandit from the one we usually bear about,
inasmuch as they never pay out. But these
machines can earn a lot of money. I under-
stand that 1,000 machines earn E68,000
per annum for the Melbourne City Council.
If we do have parking meters I hope that
the funds secured from them will be put
into parking spaces outside the city where
we can all park: and I hope, too, that we
will be provided with faster transport
through the city.

I have noticed around the city block
quite a number of fire hydrants, and if one
leaves one's car in front of them, one
suffers a fine, but-I make this humble
suggestion-would it not be competent to
allow taxis to stand in front of fire
hydrants and also in front of picture
theatr s, because there would be no fire
hazard, inasmuch as taxis are always
manned? Even this small point would
make quite a difference to the number of
cars than can stand on the taxi rank.

At this stage, 1 have not been a member
or the representative of my electorate for
a long enough period to know what is re-
quired and what is lacking. I can do no
more than say that there are certain
things that I would like to see altered. In
this regard I would refer to the fact that
there is a high school in Claremont, yet
children living on the western side of
Stirling Highway, a distance of only 450
yards from the school, unfortunately have
to travel all the way to Fremantle for
their education and I hope that in the
near future that position will be remedied.

Further, the children of the soldiers at
Swanbourne are forced to go to Graylands
to school. It Is not that their parents
object to their going to that school but
that they are worried about little boys and
girls having to catch buses at Servetus-st.
These may seem matters of small moment
~as against problems of the State, but when

Mrs. Jones thinks her ohild should go to
another school, it is hard to convince her
of the reasons why it cannot be arranged.

We, of Claremont, are grateful for the
traffic lights at Bay View Terrace. As
members know, the Municipality of Clare-
mont contains a great number of schools
and school children, and it has been a great
relief to us to have these traffic lights in-
stalled. We now look forward to the day-
we hope in the near future-when traffic
lights will be Installed on all the main
intersections of Stirling Highway in the
Claremont area.

I have been asked by some of my con-
stituents at Graylands whether the Gov-
ernment will in the near future pay atten-
tion to the state of the sewage treatment
plant. They inform me that at times they
suffer from the effects of that plant. If
my memory serves me rightly, the plant
has been in operation for about 20 years
and whether it is working to the fullest
efficiency I am not competent to say, but I
hope it will not be allowed to get into a
condition where it will not be able to work
with 100 per cent. efficiency or have any
chance of contaminating our beaches.

Another matter which I would like to
bring to the notice of the House is that
the portion of my electorate known as Mt.
Claremont is at present unable to obtain
gas supplies and is wholly dependent upon
electric power, to such an extent that be-
tween the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. it is
practicallly impossible for the housewives
to do their cooking or listen to their radios.
If it were possible to have a booster in-
stalled in that area it would be greatly
appreciated. I1 have nothing more to say
at this juncture except to thank members
for the courteous hearing they have given
we.

THE PREMIER (Hon. A. R. G. Hawke-
Northam) [5.20]: I have previously con-
veyed to you, Mr. Speaker, my congratula-
tions on your election to your high office,
and I1 have done the same in relation to
the new Chairman of Committees.

Next I would like to offer my congratula-
tions to all the new members elected to
this House. Those who have thus far
taken part in the debate have shown that
they are capable of holding their ends up,
as it were, in circumstances that are not
encouraging. Every new member who
comes into 'this House and makes his
maiden speech makes It-I always think
-under difficult circumstances, but it is
clear from the speeches of the new mem-
bers we have already heard that the
contribution which they will make to our
debates will be a valuable one and at least
some of them, I believe, will go far in the
parliamentary life of our State in future
years.

I think all of us feel personal regret at
the fact that some who were with us In
the last Parliament-and indeed in pre-
vious Parliaments--are not with us on
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this occasion. Some of them are absent
because they voluntarily decided to retire
fraon parliamentary life and others are
absent because they failed to survive the
election contest. We know, of course, that
the es-member for Claremont was marked
down for slaughter by some of his own
people years ago, because he dared to
develop and express publicly unorthodox
ideas in connection with finance and
banking.

For my part I join with the new mem-
ber for Claremont in regretting that Hon.
C. R. J. North fell by the wayside in a
contest for his old seat. I think all of us,
including the new member for Claremont,
would have been much happier had Mr.
North retired from parliamentary life in-
stead of suffering defeat.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I cannot agree
with your reasoning.

The PREMIER: I would not expect the
bon. member to agree with my reasoning
on a point like that. I have simply stated
the facts of the situation and I will now
take the member for Cottesloe into my
confidence and tell him that the Labour
Party saved the es-member for Claremont
at more than one election in the Clare-
mont district when the inside circle of the
Liberal Party, at any rate, were out to
destroy him politically.

I think all members are aware that
there is to be held at Canberra this week
a conference at which Australia's eco-
nomic problems will be discussed. There
seems to be a substantial element of
mystery about what the conference is
actually to discuss and how the proceed-
ings are to develop. Initially it was in-
tended that this conference should be
held in September of this year and that
the Prime Minister of Australia should be
chairman. That was the understanding
with which the Premiers left Canberra
after the fairly recent Premier's Confer-
ence and Loan Council meetings.

More recently we all received advice,
individually, that the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment had decided to call the confer-
ence earlier. It was suggested in some of
the newspapers that the conference was
being called earlier because of a serious
worsening of Australia's economic posi-
tion. I say, frankly, that I have not any
clear-out knowledge or understanding of
how the conference is to proceed, or even
of any specific subjects which arc to be
discussed.

My office was advised today by telephone
from Canberra that the Commonwealth
Government had prepared a memorandum
and those in Canberra wanted to know,
today, where they would send my copy to
me. We advised them that the best thing
to be done in the circumstances was to
post it to me care of the airport at
Essendon, Melbourne, so I am hoping to

pick up the memorandum at the airport
tomorrow morning on my way to the con-
ference in Canberra the following morn-
ing.

We are all agreed, I think that the
economic situation of Australia has
worsened somewhat in recent months. I
am not one of those who takes a pes-
simistic view of the country's difficulties
or even of Western Australia's difficulties
at this or any other time, but it is never-
theless desirable, I am sure, that all of
us should be as realistic as we possibly
Canl in a situation of this kind.

Some of those who have taken part in
the present debate have, during their
speeches, paid some attention to the con-
ference which is to be held at Canberra
commencing on Thursday morning of this
week. The member for Nedlands put for-
ward a 6-point programme which he
claimed was fairly comprehensive and
which I think he suggested was a, fair and
reasonable approach to the main problems.
I believe the hon. member had one or two
afterthoughts as I noticed he had a state-
ment in the "Sunday Times" last Sunday,
adding two or three additional points to
the six which he outlined to us in this
House last week.

Mr. Court: They were all included in
my speech here.

The PREMIER: They may have been.
I am simply mentioning that last week
the hon. member specified six points in
this House and that in the "Sunday
Times" he mentioned eight or nine.

Mr. Court: I think the reporter did a
better job than I did in setting them out.

The PREMIER: I am sure all of us
would desire to make a sincere, earnest
and as nearly as possible total approach
to these problems. I must admit that I
am completely at a loss to understand
how anyone could offer a solution-or
what might be regarded as a solution-
of our problems while making no mention
whatever of the questions of prices and
interest rates. Obviously, the prices at
which goods are sold are an important
factor at some stage or other in the cost
of production.

Even the ordinary family-although it
is not engaged in production-does in-
directly affect the cost of production
through the prices which it is called upon
to pay for goods, because where any sys-
tem of wage justice operates, the family
does receive consideration in the wage of
the breadwinner for the prices which the
family has to pa for the necessities of
life. Therefore, any approach to these
problems which does not give some con-
sideration and some expression to the
factor of prices and also to the factor
of interest rates, is an approach which Is
not complete at all. It Is an approach
which leaves out of consideration a basic
element in the total situation.
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Mr. Bovell: But are not interest rates
controlled by the supply of money avail-
able?

The PREMIER: I would not say that,
but time will not permit of the hon. mem-
ber and myself engaging in a dialogue
across the floor in connection with that
question. This conference which is to be
held at Canberra on Thursday is start-
ing about three years too late, although
it might be said that it is better late
than never. It could have been so much
more effective if it had been held in 1953,
soon alter the Commonwealth Court of
Arbitration judges had decided to suspend
the granting of quarterly cost-of-living
adjustments to wages and salaries. I
think it stands very greatly to the credit
of the Australian trade unions and the
Australian working class generally that
the decision of the Commonwealth Court
of Arbitration at that time was accepted
in a reasonably peaceful way by nearly
all the trade unions and by nearly all of
the industrial workers of Australia.

Mr. Court: I think they acknowledged
it as a good decision.

The PREMIER: They did not acknow-
ledge it as anything of the sort. They
acknowledged it, on its own, as a single
decision, as being bad; as being unjust.
Nevertheless, they did not fight against
the decision to the extent of using the
industrial strength which they posess and
which, on occasions, is used. If the deci-
sion of the Commonwealth Court of
Arbitration, in suspending quarterly ad-
justments to wages and salaries, had been
followed immediately-or in a reasonably
short space of time-by adequate meas-
ures to control the cost of living in all
States of Australia-and preferably on a
combined Commonwealth-State basis--I
am sure the great economic problems
which face Australia today would not
have developed to anywhere near the
same extent that they have.

Hon. D3. Brand: Would it not have been
more appropriate and have proved to have
been more valuable if the conference had
been called after the Commonwealth Court
of Arbitration had Increased the basic

wage by £1I? That was the time that the
conference should have been called.

The PREMIER: I think the hon. mem-
ber could be quite right in the suggestion
which he offers in that regard. I am simply
pointing out that the workers of Australia
were prepared to accept stabilisation pro-
posals in regard to wages if, in addition,
there had been other stabilisatlon proposals
on the cost of living. However, instead of
those who hailed the suspension of cost-of-
living adjustments to wages and salaries,
co-operating to establish stabilisation in
regard to the cost of living, we found that
exactly the opposite was done by those par-
ticular people. For example, let us take
what happened in our own Parliament.

When the Comtmonwealth Arbitration
Court made the decision to which I have
referred, there was legislation existing in

Western Australia to control the cost of
living and yet when our Government, late
In 1953-a few short weeks after the Com-
monwealth court had made its decision-
introduced a Bill to continue that legis-
lation in this State to control the cost of
living, those who only a few days before
had hailed the decision of the Common-
wealth court as the right thing to be done
in the circumstances, as being a major
contributions to economic stabilisation,
worked day and night to defeat in this
Parliament the Bill to which I have
referred.

Mr. Court: And they did not do any dis-
service in disallowing it, either.

The PREMIER: I have some information
here which will prove the contrary. I
am very glad, however, to have the inter-
jection from the member for Nedlands be-
cause it shows, if any further proof were
needed of the fact, that he believes in
stabilisation of the Australian economy
with all the burdens of stabilisation, or
most of them, being imposed upon the
workers and their dependants in this
country; and he also believes in impos-
ing these burdens upon the farming com-
munity in this State and in other States
because the farming community has no
protection against the prices which they
are called upon to pay for the goods which
they have to buy and, in addition, in many
instances they have to sell at whatever
prices are offered to them by the buyers.

Mr. Bovell: You can do a service to the
farming community by keeping rail freights
down.

The PREMIER: I can understand the
member for Vasse trying to draw me off the
track of this line of argument, but I pro-
pose to stick to it even although he might
be disappointed in that. Is it not remark-
able? Last week we heard the Leader of
the Country Party and, more particularly,
the Leader of the Opposition, speaking in
this House and condemning, very severely,
even the suggestion by the Government of
this State that increased charges would
be made on the public of the State, includ-
ing, in some instances, the farmers, I
have never once heard the Leader of the
Opposition even whispering a criticism or
protest against the increased charges which
private enterprise inflicts upon the com-
munity, including the farmers, from time
to time.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: He would not be
game!I

The PREMIER: During the la6st few days
I have heard neither him nor the Leader
of the Country Party offering any criti-
cism or condemnation of the oil companies
for the contribution they have made in
the battle against inflation. Not even a
whisper! Yet, when the Government which
has tried for a long time not to increase
charges, suggests that charges will have to
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be increased because of the great cost
Placed on the Government by inflation.
the Leader of the Opposition particularly
rails against the Government, criticises it
and abuses it up hill and down dale, but
he never utters a whisper against the oil
companies; he never utters a whisper
against any other big group of business
people in Western Australia when they slug
the People and sock the farmers!

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: And you slug
them by increasing Government charges
every month or so!

The PREMIER: Therefore I say that
unless the Leader of the Opposition wishes
to become exposed to the public as one
who believes that private enterprise, at
its own sweet will, should plunder the
People, including the farmers, and the
Government should never increase its
charges, I ask him to take a two-eyed
view of the economic Problems which Aus-
trala, including Western Australia, is
facing.

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: You are the
greatest tax ranger this State has ever
seen!

The PREMIER: I am sorry the Leader
of the Opposition is getting a little upset,
but that is not my fault.

Mr. Court: How do you explain the fact
that Prices rose faster in the other States
with control than in this State without
control?

The PREMIER: I do not have to ex-
Plain it because it is not true.

Mr. Court: When you come to price
control commodities, it is correct.

The PREMIER: That is my answer, and
I think it is about time the member for
Nedlands either took a total view of our
economic problems and Put up suggestions
for total economic stabilisation or else
ceased talking about it altogether. It is
not a fair proposition for any public man,
no matter to which party he belongs, to
be talking all the time about our econormc
problems and what should be done to solve
them, and never at any stage expressing
a view that whatever burdens might have
to be borne to establish and maintain
economic stability ought to be spread as
evenly as possibly over the whole com-
munity.

That is my argument. That is the
attitude I adopt. And, as I said earlier.
to the credit of almost all the trade
unions and to the credit of most of the
industrial workers of Australia, that is
their view. I know that during the last
few weeks there has been a type of con-
spiracy going on in Australia and the
Liberal Party, some of the newspapers and
some individuals have been up to their
eyes in it. This conspiracy has been
trying to convince the public of Australia
that almost the sole cause of inflation is

to be found in the wages and salaries paid
to the working people of Australia and
that the only solution to our Present
grievous economic problem is to suspend
the granting of quarterly basic wage ad-
justments in every part of Australia and.
furthermore, to freeze all wages and
salaries at their Present levels.

Mr. Court: Do you want a complete
system of controls, including wage-pegg-
ing? Because we do not favour wage-
pegging.

The PREMIER: I know what the hon.
member favours. He favours reducing the
standards of the working people of this
country to an extent necessary to safe-
guard the big interests of Australia from
having to shoulder any burden at all.
That is what he believes in and all his
public utterances both inside and outside
this Parliament Prove absolutely what I
say.

Mr. novell: The Premier is in no frame
of mind to visit Canberra to offer a
solution to the economic problems of this
country.

The PREMIER: I am in a frame of
mind to unmask those who are not pre-
pared to take a total two-eyed view of the
situation.

Mr. Court: What is your proposal to
solve this Problem?

The PREMIER: I do not profess to be
able to solve it.

Mr. Court: At least I made a try.

The PREMIER: It was a very one-eyed
try.

Mr. Court: You give us the other eye.

The PREMIER: I have already given
it. I go further and say that I am pre-
pared to go to this conference or any
other conference to discuss, as fully as it is
possible to do so, proposals to maintain
the economic stability of Australia, pro-
vided everybody makes a contribution to-
ward the programme of stabilisation.
Therefore any Programme of stabilisation
to receive my support would have to cover
not only the problem of wages and salaries,
but also the problem of the cost of living,
the problem of interest rates and probably
some other Problem as well.

Mr. Court: You know that some of these
things solve themselves if you get to the
root causes.

The PREMIER: I know they solve them-
selves if we get to the root causes, but I
also know there are certain organisations
and certain people in Australia who will
fight to the last ditch to prevent anyone
from getting to the root causes.

Some figures which I have, seem to me
to have very special significance. They are
figures which show the quarterly movement
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In the monetary equivalent of the 'C"
series index since the June quarter, 1954.
It was in respect of this quarter that the
Commonwealth Court of Arbitration made
its 4eclsion to suspend quarterly adjust-
ments in relation to wages and salaries
which were covered by awards of the Com-
monwealth court. I shall give the lowest
city figure first and the others in order.

The figure for Brisbane where the cost
of living is controlled is 19s., but the cost
of living adjustments have applied to
workers under State awards during this
period. Queensland has the lowest move-
ment in the "C" series index since the June
quarter of 1953. The next is the City of
Sydney where the figure is 20s.; next in
order comes Adelaide with 22s.-I shall
have another word to say about Adelaide
in a moment-next comes Melbourne with
28s.; then Hobart with 30s.; next and
worst of all is Perth with 37s.

I come back to Adelaide because despite
the hatred which some members of the
Liberal Party in this House express in re-
gard to price control, the Liberal Party
Premier and the Liberal Party Government
of South Australia, with a majority in both
Houses of Parliament, have stuck to their
system of controlling the cost of living in
that State. I think it Is more than passing
strange that a Liberal Party in Government
should decide that it is wise to continue
effective legislative control over the cost of
living, whereas the Liberal Party in this
State, as soon as it got out of offie, as
soon as it had no further responsibility for
governing the State, decided that any con-
trol over the cost of living by legislative
action was undesirable.

Mr. Court: South Australia also stuck
to the Federal court's basic wage decision.

The PREMIER: What difference does
that make?

Mr. Court: It makes a lot of difference
when you compare South Australia with
New South Wales.

The PREMIER: It makes no difference
to the South Australian Government de-
ciding to re-enact from year to year legis-
lative control over the cost of living and
Prices. We all know, those on the cross
benches here at any rate, how much politi-
cal and other pressure must have been put
on the Liberal Party and Premier of South
Australia, and on the other members of
his Government in connection with this
issue. Obviously, if control over prices and
the cost of living in South Australia had
been ineffective, or undesirable, or danger-
ous, or likely to scare away interstate or
overseas capital, the South Australian
Premnier and his colleagues would have
wiped it out quick and lively. The fact
that they continued the system proves be-
yond a shadow of doubt that the system
has merit, that it is effective and that it

Is considered by the Premier of South Auis-
tralia and his colleagues to be a fair system
in order to Protect the interests of the
people, including the farmers of South
Australia.

Mr. Court: Have you the other quarterly
adjustment break-up between food, cloth-
ing, rent and miscellaneous?

The PREMIER: Indeed I have.
Mr. Court: That is rather interesting.

The PREMIER: Of course, it is interest-
Ing. Everything is interesting in connec-
tion with a problem of this kind. The
figures I have quoted are very interesting,
exceptionally interesting because they show
that in the States where price control
operates, or where the power to exercise
price control is available, the movement in
prices has been very much lower than in
the three other States where Price control
was destroyed by the Parliamentary action
of the Liberal Party in the States con-
cerned.

Mr. Court: Are you going to give us the
break-up of those figures?

The PREMIER: Indeed I am quite happy
to try to make the hon. member happy.
Being anxious always to oblige, I come
straight away to what be wants to know.
Prom the June quarter, 1953, to the June
quarter, 1958, the movements in food and
groceries are-

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Adelaide
Hobart
Perth

For clothing the figures are-
Sydney ..
Melbourne
Brisbane ..
Adelaide
Hobart
Perth ..

.... .... 17.2

.... .... 18.7
.... .... .... 13.1
.... .... .... 18.1
.... .... .... 15.0

.... .... 15.7

.0.8
0.9
1.0

-. 3
+ 2.9

+1.1
The figures for rent are-

Sydney ..
Melbourne ..
Brisbane ..
Adelaide
Hobart ..
Perth ..

... 6.7
20.9

.... ... 7.2

.... .... 15.9
35.3

... 83.6
Mr. Court: That explodes your argument

against price control because rents were
never the subject of price control; only
food and clothing were.

The PREMIER: Rents were subject to
control in all the States of Australia, and
they were subject to reasonable control in
this State until the hon. member and his
colleagues got to work upon the system
which was operating in Western Australia
up to that time.

Mr. Court: That certainly helped solve
the housing Problem.
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The PREMIER: The hon. member is trial run because up to this stage we
entitled to pick up any crumbs of comfort know very little about what has to be
he can find around the Place. I shall not discussed. I am to get my Common-
deny him the one he now picks up. The wealth memorandum at Melbourne to-
figures for miscellaneous are- morrow morning. It seems to me that

Sydny ... ... ... 4.5 at the conference this week in Canberra
Meydne ... *. . we ought to have discussions to the fullest

.elour 11.3 extent Possible, but I think it is not with-
Brisbane ... .. 13.8 in reason to expect this conference to

Adelide ... ... make any firm decision, or to say that
Adeaid 6.2 this or that, or something else has to be

Hobart ...-... .... 5.3 done.
Perth .... .... .... 6.7 Hon. D. Brand: This memorandum con-

I say that if the conference to be held tains the Proposals of the Commonwealth,
in Canberra this week, and if any subse- I take it?
Quent conference to be held in Canberra TePREMIER: I have no idea what-
or anywhere else in Australia to deal with eve fwa tcnannttesm
the economic problems and to try to estab- blance of an idea. It Is the usual Corn-lish economic stability, is one at which an monwealth approach to the States. The
attempt is made to deal only with porti on Leader of the Opposition would have
of the problems, then such a conference some knowledge of how it goes. I think
is sure to fail. If, on the other hand, any this conference cannot be expected to
such conference attempts to deal with the come to any firm decisions on the pro-
problems on a total basis, to Include within positions to be applied to achieve econ-
its consideration matters that effect every- omic stability. The most we can hope
body within the community, to spread from this conference is that there will
whatever burdens or sacrifices are eon- be full and frank discussions on all angles
sidered necessary evenly over all sections of the Problem. In that regard I am
of the community: then such a conference quite prepared to say what I think.
would have a reasonable chance of success.

Mr. ourt Areyougoin to ive Mr. Court: Up to date you have dealt
Mr. our: Ae yu gingto iveus with control of the cost of living. You

what you consider to be the total approach, have not dealt with the greater aspects
because we would be interested to know of the issues.
what you do consider to be the total ap-
proach? The PREMIER: If we can control the

cost of living, we will broadly control the
The PREMIER: Briefly and in the main, wages and salaries. If we can broadly

my approach would be that there should be control the cost of living, and if we can
a strict control over the cost of living, control interest rates, then to a very large
which would include some reasonable extent we will control the cost of produc-
measure in regard to wage adjustments tion.
from time to time, which would also include M.Cut hn eaei iare
a strict control over interest rates, which M.Cut hn eaei iare
control over the cost of living would, in ment, not that this is unnatural. What
addition, prevent excessive profits from about the speed of development? Have
being made. I am not in favour of taxing you any views on the speed and method
excess profits. I do not think there is any of development of Australia?
sense in that at all. The thing to do is to The PREMIER: Indeed, I have views in
prevent them from being made. If we connection with that matter. I have views
allow excess profits to be made and we tax in connection with other matters dis-
them afterwards, the economy as a whole cussed by the member for Nedlands. I
is no better off because in the making. of think the speed of development depends
the excess profit, those who are making on our ability to carry out what is urgently
them are putting an undue burden upon required by the community. I agree with
the people who Pay higher prices than the hon. member on what he had to Say
they should. If the people who pay those about migration. I quite agree with what
higher prices, and thereby contribute to- he had to say about defence, but I would
wards making these excess profits, are remind him that when members of the
themselves engaged in production, then Labour Party said, several months ago, the
automatically the cost of production to same about defence and about migration
these people is pushed up. as he said here last week, the insult was

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: Will you move immediately thrown at them that they were
at the conference to give these powers near-communists: that they were trying
to the Commonwealth through State to undermine the defence Preparations of
action? Australia.

The PREMIER: I propose at the con- Mr. Court: You never heard me say that.
ference to hear what is to be said, to
make my own contribution, and at this The PREMIER: I frankly admit I have
conference. I should say that to make any never heard the hon. member say that,
decisions at all, it ought to be a sort of and I feel certain that he would never say
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it, and I hope he would never think it.
But It is strange how the things that some-
one says this week and which are regarded
by orthodox thought as not respectable-
as sabotage or whatever it might be-are,
when said a few weeks afterwards by some-
one else, considered to be respectable.

Mr. Bovell: There is a different way of
saying it, and we must maintain our de-
fence structure.

The PREMIER: I thoroughly agree, and
so does the member for Nedlands. We all
agree with that. In regard to the ques-
tion of governmental public works we have
to realise that in Western Australia, at
any rate, we are a community where the
population has increased very rapidly, and
at the end of the war, because of our pat-
riotism during the war, we had a great
backlog of essential requirements such as
schools, hospitals, water supply and all the
rest. Therefore it seems to me to be
urgently essential that, to the utmost pos-
sible and safe extent, we should push on
with the provision of these essential facili-
ties.

Mr. Court: Would you agree that we
have got to a state of unbalance, temnpor-
aily, in regard to private investors in
Western Australia; in other words, we
need some major private industries to come
here quickly.

The PREMIER: I doubt if we can ade-
quately serve all the industries at present
established.

Mr. Court: They have the power at the
moment.

The PREMIER: They have, with limits.
The farmers, on the land, need more water
to increase production. Are we to hold up
or reduce our water supplies scheme? Are
we to cut down on the other essential and
urgent works which are needed to assist
industry? It has to be remembered that
many works carried out by the Govern-
ment are of great assistance to industry.
Indeed, without them industry could not
operate in some instances and, certainly,
it could not operate efficiently in others.
I know what the member for Nedlands
feels about the situation. He thinks that
money spent by private firms is better than
money spent by Governments.

Mr. Court: Within certain sensible limits,
of course.

The PREMIER: I know, but it Is always
so difficult to decide the sensible limits.
For instance, we, as a Government, face a
situation where there are not enough class-
rooms, not enough schools, hospital accom-
modation, water supply, power and all the
other things which the Government, by
virtue of its position, has to provide for
the community. So we feel that we, as
a Government, are entitled-indeed it is
our duty-to press all the time to obtain
as much financial accommodation as we

can in order to push on With these works.
The hon. member suggested there ought
to be a works priority list. Well, there has
been such a list for years. There was one
in the time when the Leader of the Oppo-
sition was Premier. There is always a
priority list in connection with proposed
governmental works.

Mr. Court: Of a sort.
The PREMIER: Of course it is of a

sort; necessarily it has to be of a sort.
Hon. A. F. Watts: A good sort.
The PREMIER: I think, by and large.

it is a very good system of priority. It
is well balanced; it takes into consideration
the more urgent needs of the people and
all parts of Western Australia.

Hon. A. F. Watts: I know that the Min-
ister for Works and I spent many hours
on it in 1952.

The PREMIER: I can quite believe that,
too. So. there is a system of works Prior-
ities. I get sick and tired of reading in the
newspapers and of hearing people say that
there should be a works priority list. There
is one, of course, and there has been one
for years. I can remember that before the
war, when I was a Minister, there was a
works Priority list.

Mr. Court: Is it declared and published,
or is it subject to political interference
from time to time.

The PREMIER: It is subject to the pos-
sibility of political interference inasmuch
as every member of Parliament who does
his job for his district approaches the
Minister and says, "MY district requires
this, and it is urgently required. What
about it?"

The Minister for Works: It means depu-
tations for the purpose.

Hon. L. Thorn: The Minister is con-
sidering one for me now.

The PREMIER: The responsibility still
remains upon the appropriate Minister to
decide whether the case presented to him
by the member for Nedlands, or any other
member, has sufficient merit to justify giv-
ing that work a higher priority than it
had before.

Mr. Bovell: It would be advisable to pub-
lish the priorities of the major works, be-
cause why should Merredin and Manjimup
get high schools at election time, and Bus-
selton, which is of equal importance, be
left out? We should know these things,
and why.

The PREMIER: I think that every
priority list as decided upon by the Gov-
ernment at the beginning of each financial
year is maintained, by and large, right
throughout the year. There would nat-
urally be alterations here and there as,
obviously, the passing of time would make
it not only desirable but necessary to make
some adjustment to the programme.

148
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However, the point I want to make is
that there is a priority list; and I imagine
it has always existed in this State. Ob-
viously the Government draws up a pro-
gramme of proposed public works, and the
programme is arranged in such a way that
the most urgent and important are at the
top of the list and so on down the list to
the bottom. When the Government be-
comes informed of the total amount of
money which it will have during the finan-
cial year, with which to carry out the
programme, then, of course, the pro-
gramme has to be pruned accordingly and
that has, in my experience, always been
done.

Mr. Court: I thought that when we re-
ferred to works priorities we referred to
really big works throughout Australia, and
to my mind some other States have had an
advantage out of all proportion.

The PREMIER: That raises a new issue
altogether and I can agree with the mem-
ber for Nedlands that that would be so. I
think, on balance, that the money made
available by the Commonwealth to assist
States in the East in connection with their
works is out of balance compared with
what has been done, similarly, for West-
ern Australia. However, we keep battling
away with the Commonwealth Govern-
ment. in regard to that and other mat-
ters, even though we receive a lot of criti-
cism from the Leader of the Opposition
on the ground that we are all the time
running to the Commonwealth and ask-
ing for money. Why do we go to the Com-
monwealth for money? To further and
more quickly develop Western Australia!
From where does the Commonwealth get
its money?

Mr. Bovell: Prom the people.

The PREMIER: Of course, including the
people of Western Australia. Last finan-
cial year the Commonwealth raked In over
£1,000,000,000, from the people of Austra-
lia. Surely, in that situation, any Govern-
ment in this State-whether our Govern-
ment or a Government led by the Leader
of the Opposition-is not only entitled to
approach the Commonwealth, but is also
bound to approach it if the Government
of the State is to carry out the duty that
it was elected to carry out.

Mr. Court: In view of all the money you
say the Commonwealth Government gets,
I am amazed that you do not want your
taxing powers back.

The PREMIER: The hon. member knows
as well as I do that under the Constitu-
tion of the Commonwealth of Australia,
the Federal Government has first grab at
the taxable resources of the people and
I very much doubt whether the people of
Western Australia, at this stage of our
development, could stand one great grab

from the Commonwealth and, on top of
that, another collection of taxes by the
State.

Mr. Court: That would not be neces-
sary under a proper system of State taxa-
tion.

The PREMIER: It would be necessary
under any system.

Mr. Court: It would do the Cormmon-
wealth good to be free of it. also, as it
would have to stand on its own feet then.

The PREMIER: I think the hon. mem-
ber has much more faith in the Common-
wealth than I have. My experience of any
colour of Commonwealth Government is
that Canberra Is Canberra and Western
Australia is a long way away. we de-
serve every shilling we get from the Com-
monwealth and we never get one shilling
too much. More often than not we do
not get the financial and other assistance
which we are entitled, in this more distant
State of Australia, to receive from the
Commonwealth.

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: You will never
get enough.

The PREMIER: Whether we get enough,
or not, I wish the Leader of the Opposi-
tion would sometimes get out of Can-
berra's corner and into Western Australia's.

MR. ACKLAND (Moore) [6.121: May I.
in common with some of those who have
preceded me, congratulate you, Mr.
Speaker, on having been elected to Your
present office. Since I have been here
there have been two previous Speakers-
one from each side of the House-and
each earned the respect and goodwill of
all members over whom he presided. I see
no reason why, during your term of office.
we should feel any differently towards you
than we felt to those who went before
you.

I must admit that I am somewhat dis-
appointed with what we have heard from
the Premier and I believe we would have
heard much more from him had it not
been for the interjections to which he was
subjected and which did not allow him
to tell us all I think he would have told
us had he had a fair go. You know as
well as I do, Mr. Speaker, that the Premier
is going to leave this building after dinner
tonight and again I am disappointed be-
cause, before I sit down, I will refer to a
number of matters and was hopeful that
the Premier would hear what I have to
say as, in my opinion, they are matters of
extreme urgency and importance.

The Premier: I will guarantee to read
your speech word for word, in Hansard
next week.

Mr. ACKLANDJ: I am relieved to hear
that and I hope that at the end of his
labour the Premier will not feel that the
time he has spent on reading my speech
has been wasted.
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The Premier: I will arrange, also, for
my deputy-deputy to hear everything you
say after dinner this evening.

Mr. ACELAND: During the course of
his Speech, His Excellency the Lieut.-
Governor and Administrator, had quite a
deal to say about the economic position
of the State and various speakers in this
House-including the Premier this even-
ing-have referred to that subject.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. ACKLAND: Before the tea suspen-
sion I had made reference to the fact that
His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor in his
Speech had something to say about the
economic outlook in Western Australia. He
said that it was disquieting and with that
statement I think every one of us will
agree whole-heartedly; but he also said
that the position was fundamentally sound.
How long it will remain so with an ever-
increasing cost of production, I do not
know seeing that throughout Australia,
and particularly in Western Australia , we
are losing so many of our overseas markets
because our costs have become so great.

I am of the opinion that, rather than
have controls, if there were a will to get
together, on both sides of industry, and a
'willingness to realise that both sides had
a viewpoint, the problem could be over-
come. This has been done in other coun-
tries with satisfactory results to all con-
cerned. But because of our isolation we
do not seem to realise how far we are slip-
ping behind other parts of the world.
During his speech the member for Clare-
mont mentioned the different attitude the
public had towards transport, and with
that I agree. The courtesy extended to
travellers overseas, particularly in the
United Kingdom, has to be experienced to
be believed.

In this country there seems to be aL
strong cleavage-which seems to be grow-
ing greater-between employer and em-
ployee. When speaking in this Chamber
towards the end of last year, I mentioned
the splendid relationship which existed
between employer and employee in the
United Kingdom industries and I men-
tioned Particularly the chemical industry
where they have been able to increase their
return to the worker and have also sub-
stantially increased profits while greatly
reducing the cost of their products. What
has happened in that industry is happen-
ing in many others, too.

I read in the issue of "The Countryman,"
of the 24th May, an article about condi-
tions in Holland. It is claimed that in that
country they have had freedom from
strikes since 1945. instead of the growing
distrust, which we find here, industry in
Holland has been able to get together and
work for the common good. T should like
to read an extract from the article which

appeared in "The Countryman" under the
heading of "A Free Country With No
Strikes." it states--

Strikes are such a widespread
phenomenon that the question is often
asked whether they are endemic in our
western industrial society.

That they are not necessary is shown
by Holland, where there has not been
a strike of any consequence since 1945.
There the common task of cleaning UP
the war's colossal mess was approach-
ed with a fresh attitude to industrial
relationships. The old idea, which still
survives, of an aristocracy of manage-
ment has given way to a partnership
in industry, of which there are prob-
ably few parallels. The biggest single
factor in putting Holland on its feet
is said to be an employer-employee
group called the Foundation of Labour.

This is formed by seven representa-
tives from employers and seven from
the trade unions who meet round a
table in a little villa in The Hague to
thrash out a joint policy.

The resulting industrial peace and
co-operation is reflected in the
flourishing state of the country, where
output has balanced the rise in wages.
As a nation the Dutch have "money
in the bank." in spite of losing Indo-
nesia, in spite of immense war damage.
and in spite of floods.

What the paper had to say about Holland
is equally true with regard to Sweden and
Germany. I believe we could have the
same position In Australia if both sides had
the will to work together.

Not for one moment am I going to sug-
gest that the whole of the trouble and
responsibility rests with the trade unions.
I think it does to a very great degree, but
I think it rests with those on this side of
the House just as much. However, there
are people in this State, and in this House.
who would like to see the severance
widened rather than have both parties
working together for their mutual good.

Mr. Lawrence: What is this severance
you are referring to?

Mr. ACKLAND: It can be seen in many
instances. I do not want to be led aside
by interjections because I have quite a
lot I want to say and as time is limited
I do not wish to be sidetracked.

I was interested to note that in answer
to a Question asked by the leader of my
party in regard to railway freights, the
figures show that the freight on a tanker
of petrol going to Kalgoorlie costs 8.1d.
per gallon or £173 for the full tanker. Yet
the tanker itself is supplied by the oil
company concerned. When speaking in
this Chamber last Wednesday. the Premier
mentioned the difficult position of the
railways. Every country resident fully
realises just how difficult that position is;
but I trust that before the Government
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decides that the only answer to the
£3,000,000 or more deficit on the railways
is to increase freights, it will look closely
into the question of the management of
the Railway Department.

It is true that there is a very real re-
sistance on the part of those who should
be working in harmony with the depart-
mental employees and the department
itself. This is caused, I believe, by the
administration or management of the Rail-
ways Commission. Railway officials fail to
appreciate that the customer has any view-
point whatever. Furthermore, most of the
freights are at a level, even under present-
day conditions, which makes them un-
realistic. I will have something further to
say about that as I proceed. The long and
costly hauls of goods in transit are not only
irksome but they are also mainly respons-
ible for Item No. 4, which covers the de-
murrage charges imposed by the railways
and which, in my opinion, are no longer
imposed as penalties but as a means of
revenue.

The Midland Railway Co. operates its
line in my electorate and some little time
ago I was talking to the statlonmaster at
Moora. He has been posted there for some
10 or 12 years. He told me that never, at
any time, during his service, not only at
Moora, but also at any of the unattended
stations that had come under his control,
had there been any demurrage charged by
his company. The answer was simple. It
was that people, when advised that a con-
signment of goods was leaving for its
destination, knew not only the day but the
hour when those goods would arrive. I
will admit, however, that the management
of the Midland Railway Co. must be a
great deal easier than that of State-owned
railways with its network of branch lines.

Nevertheless, there have been instances,
time and time again, of People who have
waited 10 and 12 days for a consignment
of goods, Only today I heard of one con-
signmnent that took 21 days to reach its
destination. As a result of this state of
affairs, people get sick and tired of going
in to the station day after day to inquire
if their goods had arrived and then they
have only to let one day slip and they find
that they are charged demurrage. Apart
from that, these people have to travel
many miles to the station. I had an in-
stance of one man in my electorate who
was charged £7 10s. demlurrage and two
of the days for which he was charged
were those on which the Railway Depart-
ment did not work.

The delay in transit, in many cases,' is
responsible for demurrage charges. I
might mention that when the present
Government was returned to office I was
very disappointed to learn that the Min-
ister for Housing was not going to accept
the Railways portfolio because although
very often I do not see eye to eye with
him, in common with other members of
this House. I realise that he does ad-
minister his department and he would

want to have a look into the management
of the railways if he took over that port-
folio and would not take for granted what
the departmental heads said to him.

It is most obvious that friction exists
amongst the Commissioners of Railways
themselves. I have had personal experi-
ence of that. No department, when there
is friction amongst its high executive
officers, can function satisfactorily. I
supported, most enthusiastically, the Gov-
ernment which altered the control of the
railways by increasing the number of
commissioners from one to three. I
thought that such a move would have
many advantages, and had we been more
successful in our selection of commision-
ers, I would still be of that opinion. There
is no blame attachable to the McLarty-
Watts Government for the type of men
that we have, because a committee recom-
mended the men appointed to these posi-
tions. The Commissioners came to this
State with the highest credentials possible
and, with one commissioner in particular,
the fact they have not been satisfactory is
to be deplored.

I understand the chief commissioner
had a most successful career in the
Indian railways service. I do not want
to take any advantage because I speak
in this House, but, In view of the large
railway deficit that we have and the lack
of harmony which I know exists, I say
that he is unsuitable for the position he
now occupies and that something more
than social graces and social aspirations
is needed to make a success of a positioni
such as he holds. I would earnestly re-
quest that the Government should start
its examination from the top downwards
rather than rush into adopting the sug-
gestion to increase rail freights.

The Chief Traffic Manager represents
one bright spot in the Railways Depart-
ment. He has done yeoman service in
increasing the volume of traffic which is
carried over the railways, particularly in
the last few weeks. In April of this Year,
following a conference with him, a pro-
gramme for the movement of wheat was
arranged. At that time it was decided
that some 35,000 tons of wheat per week
would have to be moved. At the begin-
nling of that period there was a movement
of 18,000 tons per week. That, of course,
is very much better than it was a few
years ago when 12,000 or 15,000 tons per
week was the average hauled. I might
mention however that, during the past
five weeks, the Railway Department has
shifted more than 41,000 tons of grain
each week.

If the department can keep that up. it
will catch up with its lag which, from the
beginning of April, has accumulated to
'74,993 tons, or nearly 572,000 bushels over
a 15-week period. I believe the lag will
be overtaken. In the Traffic Branch there
is the will to keep the wheels moving.
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Those wards remind me of the advertise-
ment that one sees on every station which
implores the customer to empty his truck
to get the wheels moving.

I am going to quote to the House an
instance of where the Railway Depart-
ment imposed demurrage charges purely
as a means of obtaining revenue. In
the metropolitan area there is a mill that
can absorb only a certain tonnage of
wheat each day. During one week end,
following a period when there had been no
receivals for some days, the Railway
Department -put two or three train-loads
of wheat into that mill siding and the
railway siding adjoining, and although
this mill worked around the clock to the
total capacity of its intake, it had a very
large demurrage bill to pay. when I
approached the then Minister for Rail-
ways and told him the facts, he said, "We
are not going to allow our railway trucks
to be used for the storage of wheat." In
my opinion, he was as unrealistic as the
Conumissioner of Railways has been on
each occasion I have had cause to inter-
view him.

Next I shall quote to the House some
factual cases which have occurred in the
Railway Department in recent times.
Some of the facts I will give have been
obtained as the result of questions asked
in the Legislative Council; others are from
letters I have in my Possession. In the
first instance, I would like to mention the
fact that the Premier and his Government
have been imploring people to start in-
dustries in this country. At Welshpool
there is a factory-Stramit W.A. Boards
Ltd6.which needs a great deal of straw
as a commodity in the manufacture of
boards. That firm arranged with a neih-
hour of mine-a very Progressive young
fellow-to let them have a large tonnage
of wheat in monthly orders over a 12
months' period.

The farmer himself realised that he
could cart that straw from his farm to
Welshpool for £2 15s. a ton. That allowed
-my friends opposite will be glad to know
-£4 a day for the driver, the interest and
sinking fund and running expenses to re-
place the truck at the end of a reasonable
period. But he arranged with a local
carrier to cart the straw. I think, how-
ever, I had better read extracts from his
letter because it may be of advantage to
do so.

I would like to make a correction here.
He said he could have carted it for £2 5is.
and not for £2 15s., and that a quote of
£5 per ton was received from a contract
carrier, but the Transport Hoard-that
board named which should be named the
"board for the protection of inefficiency in
the railway department"-decided that
this straw was not to go by road but by
rail. So instead of paying £5 per ton to
despatch that straw from the farm to the
factory, railway freight, to which was
added the cartage from the farm to Welsh-
pool and to the factory, amounted to

£11 3s. per ton. These figures are factual
and resulted in an increase of costs
amounting to 116 per cent.

Each month four or five of those trucks
are sent from Wongan Hills on one day
and never more than one arrives at a time
at Welshpool. Because of that and be-
cause there is no knowledge of when they
are likely to arrive, this company has
often been charged demurrage of £3 2s. 6d.
for a small truck and £4 7Is. 6d. for a large
one. When giving me this information
this Young man had also told me of the
trouble he had while building his home.
He was one of those who built his home
not by engaging a contractor but by em-
ploying tradesmen. Often the materials
were delayed so long that the men were
sitting around doing nothing for long
periods because they had no materials with
which to work.

So, towards the end of this building job
when a number of odds and ends were
needed, he took his 6-ton diesel truck down
to Perth. He took a truck of sheep down to
Midland and went to six different places
in the metropolitan area and picked up his
load which, by an examination of the rate
book, showed that the freight on it would
have been £57 15s. Add to that, £11 10s.
for freight of stock to Perth and you would
have, Sir, a very large saving of expense
for one day's carting of stock to Perth, and
of the requirements needed on the farm
of nearly £60.

I would also like to mention another
letter. It is a communication I received
from the Olenvar Pastoral Co., which
shows the irksome and foolish impositions
which the people in the country are obliged
to suffer. In writing to me this man said
that in all the Years they have been farm-
ing, they have never used road transport
at all to cart their produce to and from
Perth. Last year the railway freights to
this property represented £5,500. On
previous occasions he had brought back
new trucks and had always been able to
get a permit from the Transport Board
to take a load of goods and materials back
to the farm when the truck was going into
the country.

But on this occasion he bought a second-
hand truck and when he approached the
Transport Board they said. "Oh no, you
cannot have a permit to take anything back
on a second-hand truck; that only applies
to new trucks." They were both serving
exactly the same Purpose on the property
on which they were to be used. Accord-
ingly, this young man has advised me that
in future he intends to make use of his
road transport when it is suitable for him
to do so. He is a man who never had
any intention of using anything but rail
transport because he realised that rail
transport was necessary.

I might mention here that at the time
this straw carting was refused by the
Transport Board, the railways were not
carting 50 per cent. of their target for
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wheat. Yet they were utilizing their
trucks to take something that is not nearly
as profitable to them, I expect that
straw is the lightest of any commodity
that the Railway Department could handle.

It is also most highly inflammable and
there is always the risk of fire if it is
carried behind a coal-burning locomotive.
I have here figures which are not mine:
they came from the accountancy branch
of the Australian Wheat Board. They
show that the Western Australian wheat-
grower. let alone any other primary pro-
ducer, is paying into the economy of the
State more than the deficit of the railways
each year.

The figures presented to me are for the
years 1940-41 to 1952-53, a period of 12
years. They show the difference In the
price at which wheat was sold for human
consumption and for stock feed in Aus-
tralia, as compared with the actual figures
of all overseas sales--not problematical
figures but actual figures--shown when the
accountancy had been done over that
period of years. The figures disclose that
the Australian people, whether they were
users of wheat for human consumption or
for stock feed, received the commodity at
£198,142,800 below the price that would
have been received had it been sold under
the international Wheat Agreement and
on the free market overseas.

if we take into consideration the fact
that of the 60.000,000 bushels used in
Australia, 4,000,000 are used in Western
Australia, of which 2,750,000 bushels are
used for human consumption and
1,250,000 for stock feed, we find that the
Western Australian farmers contributed
£49,537,500, or well in excess of £3,000,000
over the whole of the period under review.
The Government should take that matter
into consideration before it decides to in-
crease fares and freights on the railways.
There are other matters I wish to refer to,
small in themselves, which show the in-
efficiency of the railways. They are small
items when compared with the deficit of
£3,000,000.

Last season a special train was carting
wheat from Piawanning on the Miling
line southwards. The crew was supposed
to stay at the Piawanning barracks,
but there were no beds. All the beds
had been taken away by the depart-
ment to somewhere else. For a long
period the engine, the guards' van and
the crew of three travelled an extra 54
miles from Piawanning to Miling and
back, because the beds were not available.
If it costs £173 to take a truck of petrol
to K~algoorlie, I wonder what it costs the
railways for this crew to travel the 54
miles each trip, over the lengthy period.
To travel the 27 miles each way represents
a great deal of overtime, running expenses
and wear and tear, all because three beds
were not available. The department did
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not have to buy the three beds: all it had
to do was to bring the beds from some-
where else.

Another instance concerns the fitting
of a lock on to a door at one of the sidings
In my district. A local tradesman under-
took to carry out that work for 25s., but
the Railway Department, instead, sent an
inspector and two tradesmen from Nor-
tham, which Is over 100 miles away, to
fit the lock. These Instances may seem
paltry, but added together they mount up.
I ask the Government to look Into the
management of the railways before rais-
Ing the freights. That is the reason I
made reference to these instances. They
are happening from one end of the rail-
way system to the other.

Another instance concerns a stove fall-
ing out in the barracks at Miling. The
department sent two men from Northam
to Put the stove in and I believe it lasted
four days before it fell out once more. The
department then sent another two men
from N'ortham to put the stove in. As
far as I know, after the second effort it
was all right. On each of these occasions
an inspector was sent before and after
each Job to see that the stove worked.

I have here a letter from a lady who is
very distressed because she has to travel
by rail from Perth to Goomallung on Thurs-
days. The only train she can travel on
is the Mukinbudin. train which leaves Perth
at 5.30. it takes the train six hours to
travel the 90 miles. The train stops for
one hour in Northam station. This lady
has written to see if I can do anything in
getting the delay at Northam station
shortened.

Is It any wonder that people do not
use the railways. Is it any wonder
there is resistance to the Railway Depart-
ment because of the slow delivery of goods,
and because of the demurrage charges
which are very often caused by the depart-
ment and not by the individuals concerned.
The people in the country want to use the
railways; they realise that the railways are
essential to this State, but the resistance
of rail customers grows every day because
of increasing inefficiency. If the freight
charges go up still higher then the resist-
ance will grow even more.

I accompanied a deputation from the
Dandaragan and Gingin Road Board,
which was led by the member for Toodysy,
to the Minister for Transport. The deputa-
tion put up aL case for an urgently needed
road between Gingin via Regan's Ford,
through Dandaragan, to Badgingarra and
Eneabba further north. This piece of
country is being developed very rapidly
but It is not served by any transport at
present other than a 1,-weekly freighter
bus of the Midland Railway Co. When we
interviewed the Minister concerning this
matter, he was of the opinion that the ser-
vice was not needed because the freight
could go over the Midland Railway Co. line.
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* The nearest of these setttlers to the M'id-
land line are 22 miles away, while the
furthest are 40 miles. The nearest settlers
travel 78 miles more by going through
Moora than by the road which the deputa-
tion suggested. The Midland Railway Co.
realises the necessity for a road transport
service, and the residents in that district
have asked for a road. All the materials
required are on the spot for the making of
a road. There would be no very great ex-
pense other than for the Payment of the
workmen. This is an excellent project to
provide work for the unemployed to be
financed by the additional funds which the
Premier hopes to bring back to this State.

There is another matter I wish to touch
on and I am glad the Minister for Trans-
Port is present. If he looks at the map
he will find that the residents of this dis-
trict are almost in exactly Parallel circum-
stances to the people in the Wandering dis-
trict. The Wandering residents need not
travel another 27 miles to get into Beverley.
They are permitted to cart their require-
ments in their own transport. Without any
irksome restriction imposed by the Trans-
Port Board. The same condition should
apply in the district I mentioned, and it the
people are permitted to cart their require-
ments in their own transport, no freight
will be taken away from the Railway De-
partment. The Midland Railway Co.
realises, the necessity for the service by
starting a freighter bus in competition with
its own railway line. I ask the Minister for
Transport to give very favourable con-
sideration to the request made, and to
lift the restrictions of the Transport Board
on the cartage of requirements by the resi-
dents In this district.

I accompanied another deputation from
the Dandaragan and Moora Road Board
areas to seek assistance for the People inthe Hill River, Badgegarrup, and Dinner
Hill area. Nearly all of the residents are
40 miles away from the railway line atWatheroo. They settled in this district onthe understanding that it was not a pro-
ject settlement, and that they would have
to meet thefr own commitments. Therewere 148 farms selected in this district,
which represents more than 500,000 acres
of land taken up. Some 53 of thosePeople who went there were full of en-
thusiasm. They considered they had
enough finance to make a success of theiroperations, but after this and the previous
very wet winter they find themselves very
much on the rocks. A suggestion has been
Put to the Minister for Lands that they
should be assisted on a self -help basis.

When it is considered that the scheme
suggested to the Minister will cost less
than £109,000 annually for the next four
years, it is interesting to note that already
6,800 acres have been ploughed and
cropped and the settlers are carrying
nearly 7,000 sheep and have erected 31
houses, 40 sheds and put down 43 water
supplies by their own endeavours. .The

great majority are in a position to carry
On and it seems unfortunate that these-
53 of the 148 settlers may have to walk
off their properties. If the Government
can find £600,000 to assist Chamberlain
Industries, as was done last year, it should
not be difficult to find £100,000 a year as
a loan for this scheme.

I am of the opinion that the £3,000,000
loaned to Chamberlain Industries will
never be repaid. These People have asked
for assistance by way of a loan. I do not
intend to go into the details; they have
already been Placed before the Minister.
It is not a question of charity, but some-
thing they expect to repay over a Period
of Years. The Minister stated that they
had gone there with the understanding
they would find their own finance. I be-
lieve all were sincere in their belief that
they had sufficient finance and the
majority should do well.

In the Badgingarra area, I have seen
evidence of a pioneering spirit second to
none in my lifetime in Western Australia.
I have seen bits of girls who should be
tripping around making themselves look
pretty, picking up roots in the fields. I
have seen their mothers boring postholes
and driving tractors. I do hope the Gov-
erment will recognise the needs of these
people as the interest of the State, and
that these people will be asisted to remain
on their properties.

Quite recently, I think last Thursday,
my leader spoke of answers that the Pre-
mier had made in the Press when he was
on the election hustings. I have been look-
ing at the newspapers and I found in the
"Collie Mail" on Thursday, the 9th Feb-
ruary. a statement by the Minister for
Works. I will not deal with the electricity
position referred to in the report, but will
quote what the Minister had to say about
water rates. He said-

It is not possible to achieve com-
plete uniformity with respect to
charges for water in one step, but the
Government's policy is so designed as
to enable it to proceed progressively to-
wards achievement of this objective.

A reduction in the water rate has
been made this year in a number of
country districts and the maximum
rate has been reduced in all cases
where it applied.

In "The West Australian", I think of last
Thursday, it was stated that there are no
less than 25 country water districts which
have had their rates considerably in-
creased. The member for Collie will be
Pleased no doubt to know that the rate in
his electorate was increased by 6d. per
1,000 gallons.

Mr. May: I know the rate was increased,
and I am not too pleased.

Mr. ACKLAND: I thought that would
be so.
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Mr. Oldfielcl: Do you think the provision
of the scheme Is more important than the
rates?

Mr. ACKLAND: I do, but I will deal with
that when I have more time. I want to
refer to decentralisation. On the 15th May
"The West Australian" had a leading
article, headed "Summer Water Outlook
Unfavourable," part of which read-

Sooner or later the main Serpentine
project which will be much bigger than
Canning Dam, should alter the whole
metropolitan water supply outlook.
The immediate point, however, is
whether Perth will be unnecessarily in-
convenienced before the new pipeline
(from Serpentine) reaches Victoria
Park in 2f years from now.

I was incensed at the consideration given
to the metropolitan people, and the know-
ledge that there were people in my elec-
torate suffering near-famine conditions.
1 have seen the people obtain water from
dams which cost 10s. to £1 per 100 gallons
-not per 1,000 gallons--to put on their
properties, and I think one man at
Pithara, who happens to be the hotel-
keeper, was charged by the Railway De-
partment £7 19s. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.

I wrote a letter to "The West Austra-
lian" about the water position and said
something like this--

Water restrictions even if imposed
for a few years, are a small price to
pay for continued security and pros-
perity-a, prosperity which city dwel-
lers do so little to provide.

I defy anybody to satisfactorily say that
is untrue. But "The West Australian" In
its usual attitude to any criticism had this
to say next day in answer to me-

Need we remind Mr. Ackland that it
was a member of his own party who
delayed for years the comprehensive
water scheme.

That statement was a deliberate mis-
statement of fact. it alluded to Hon. H. L.
Roche who, together with 14 other mem-
bers of the Legislative Council of the 23
present, tried to insert a clause into the
"Hawke comprehensive water scheme of
1946," which was afterwards insisted on
by the Federal authorities before they
would grant finance to assist the State.

My party was blamed on the round
that it delayed this scheme for years.
There was no delay. Within 10 months
the Minister for Water Supply, Hon. Victor
Doney, secured the passage of a Bill con-
taining this clause, which the Common-
wealth Committee had insisted upon. In
reply to a letter which I sent to the Mini-
ster for Water Supplies last year, he stated
that a commencement would be made on
the Cunderdin-Minnivale section of the
comprehensive scheme next year, nine
years after the passage of the Bill. The
Under Secretary for Works in a letter to

me, under date the 12th July, said that
the people in the Cadoux-Kokardine area
could not expect to get water before
1960-61, and them only subject to the
availability of necessary manpower,
materials and loan funds.

There are many people In Western Aus-
tralia, 12 or 13 years after the passage
of the legislation, who are carting water
at great expense, and since the passage of
the comprehensive water supply Bill of
1947. The Government, in the interests
of the metropolitan area has used both
money and materials which should have
been utilised in the country, to duplicate
the metropolitan water mains, a water
supply for KwLnana, and now the Serpen-
tine project. Last year 25,000,000 to
30,000,000 gallons of water were saved
daily during the heat waves by restricting
the use of garden sprinklers to 12 of the
24 hours a day.

What was that hardship in comparison
to the hardships suffered by the people in
the country districts. Whilt country
people have not been able to get water, the
Serpentine scheme has been started; there
has been a double pipeline from the hills:
and water has been made available to
Swinana. All parties say they want
decentralisation; and water is the first
necessity for that to come into existence.
Do you know, Mr. Speaker, that the
metropolitan area pays is. 9d. a thousand
gallons under its rating system and is. 9d,
a thousand gallons for excess water?.
Under those conditions we can buy 2,000
gallons of water for the price of a bottle
of beer.

Mr. Andrew: Which would you rather
have?

Mr. ACKLAND: I ,'would rather have the
2,000 gallons of water; and that is what
I have been having. I suppose there are
tens of thousands of people like myself,
who last year used more than double the
supply of water to which they were en-
titled under the water rate scheme. It is
a cheap way of getting it. Whilst there is
so much shortage of water in the country
districts, I can see no reason why the
metropolitan people should not pay a
great deal more for their water than at
present.

I have here a list of country charges.
Northam pays 3s. 9d. a thousand gallons;
Merredin, 45. Sd.; Kalgoorlie, 4s. Sd.;
Norsemnan, 4S. 6d.; Goomalling, 4s. 6d.;
Moora, 4s.; and Dalwallinu. 4s. I can
see no reason why people in the metro-
pslitan area should not pay for their ex-
cess water-I am speaking now of the
suburban householder and not of Indus-
try-4s. or 5s. aL thousand gallons, at least
until such time as provision is made for
the country districts.

Together with that, I think an altera-
tion in the Act is needed to allow a group
of people in the metropolitan area, if in-
dividually they Cannot afford to put down
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a bore or a well, to put one dawn col-
lectively. Under every quarter-acre block
that I know of in the metropolitan area
there is an abundance of water, but at
present it does not pay anybody to make
use of it. The country people have a right
to a water scheme far sooner than we have
a right to put in the duplication-the
Serpentine scheme-which is contemplated.

We want not only cheaper water sup-
ply but cheaper electricity supplies in the
country districts. I do not know what big
industries have to pay for electricity-
it Is not very much-but I do know that
the householder pays about 31d., according
to the consumption. I have a letter here
from the Goomalling Road Board, ask-
ing me to try to get the power line of the
S.E.C. extended to Goomalling. The board
tells me that for 30 units It paid Is. ad.;
and fromn 30 to 130, Is.; and from 130 to
330, 10d.; whereas at Toodyay, only 30
miles away, the relative amounts paid
were, 7.31d., 4.31d. and, by the larger con-
sumers, 3.3d.

Perth is growing at an extremely fast
rate. Every party decries the congestion
of people in the metropolitan area. Well,
If we want to get them out of the metro-
politan area, let us make the conditions of
life in the country districts a little more
satisfactory. Let us give the people their
cheap water and electricity at a price com-
parable with that which Is paid in the
metropolitan area.

I would like to touch on one other mat-
ter, and that is the Government's an-
nounced intention to make some resump-
tions in the Mundaring catchment area.
It is proposed by the Government to spend
£250,000.

The Minister for Education: You are
an interested party.

Mr. ACKLAND: Yes, and I have never
attempted to hide the fact; I am only one
of a great number who have land in the
area.

Hon. L. Thorn: Then you are competent
to express an opinion.

Mr. ACKLAND: Yes, on more grounds
than one. The Minister, in answer to a
question the other day, said that there
were 364,000 acres of land in this area and
that before Mundaring was constructed in
1002, approximately 40,000 acres were
alienated, or 11 per cent, of the land; that
the improved land was 7,300 acres, or 2
per cent., and that if the Government re-
sumed this area-there is no definite an-
nouncement-it expected to spend £250,000
on the resumptions.

I can tell the Government that it has
so far dealt only with the willing sellers.
it has bought two properties of between
5,000 and 6,000 acres, and it is intending
this week, according to the "Government

Gazette," to resume another two properties
of 3,200 acres. It proposes to pay £2 10s.
an acre for the land, unimproved. I have
scoured the country in a similar rainfall
area and in similar proximity to Perth,
comprising land not half as good, and in its
unimproved condition it cannot be bought
for E5 per acre. I can assure the Govern-
ment that if it intends to go on with this
proposition it will meet with a great deal
of resistance; and taking it to its furthest
conclusion, instead of the resumption cost-
ing It £250,000. if Justice is done it is more
likely that these people will receive the
sum of £400,000.

It is said that the committee has
recommended this on two counts; one
because of salt; and the other, because of
the fear of pollution. I have inspected
three properties, each of which had been
acquired prior to the Mundaring water
scheme coming into existence. One Is
known as Flynn Eros.; the other is the
Clifford Estate, and the third is known as
Turkey Farm, or the 19-Mile. Turkey
Farm, long ago, was used as a coaching
house, and on that farm they used to grow
hay for the people going to Kalgoorlie
before the railway was built. On not one
of these three farms could we find a
vestige of salt. The salt theory is a lot
of bunkum!

Pollution is another Item on which the
committee recommended exemptions. I do
not Intend to deal with the scientific side of
pollution but rather leave it to my friend
and colleague from Darling Range, who is
far more competent. He Is a. scientist; lhe
holds the degree of B.Sc.; and, at the
same time, he is a practical farmer on
similar land. I say lie holds better quali-
fications than any of the members of that
committee, because not only has he
scientific knowledge, but he also has prac-
tical experience.

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member's time
has expired.

Hon. D. BRAND: I move-
That the hon. member's time be ex-

tended.
Motion put and passed.

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member may
proceed.

Mr. ACKLAND: Although I do not intend
to speak on the scientific side, I have some
practical knowledge of water conservation
in country districts, and I know of no water,
whether it runs off the land or off a roof,
or comes out of a well in the ground, that
does not get some marine growth in it if
open to the sun. I can show members two
tanks, one with a cover on it and one with-
out. Not a drop of the water in either of
those tanks has ever come into contact with
any fertiliser or vegetation and the tank
without a cover contains green slime. On
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my farm In the summer months every
sheep trough has to be scrubbed out at least
twice per week because of the marine
growths that form in the well water.

One can go into the Mundaring catch-
ment area where the country has never
been cleared, and where there has never
been a single hoof of stock or a pound of
fertiliser on the ground; and although the
creeks there may run only for a few days
or a few weeks each year, each one will be
found to contain marine growths. I knew
that this scheme had been suggested; and
so, when in England last year, I made in-
quiries as to what was done there. Here
the Government's advisers are suggesting
the holding of approximately 1,500,000 acres
of water catchment areas-

Mr. May: Has that anything to do with
Serpentine?

Mr. ACKLAND: I am speaking of Ser-
pentine, Canning and Mundaring; and the
Serpentine and Canning projects are each
bigger than Mundaring. I have estimated
them with only a little over 600,000 acres
each to bring it up to this figure. There
are 600,000 or 700,000 people dependent
on these catchment areas here, and in
London there are 11,000,000 or 12,000,000
people, and every drop of water they use
comes from the Thames Valley.

Hon. J. B. Sleemnan: You would not expect
a shortage of water there.

Mr. ACKLAND: I am not speaking of a
shortage of water; and the improvement of
this land would have the opposite effect.
in any case, by making the water run off
more freely than it does at present.* The
Thames Valley carries 50 times as much
stock as would a comparable area in
our Western Australian catchment areas:
and yet nothing is done about it except that
they treat the water there as it will be
treated here, in any ease, within a few
years. I went to see the Liverpool water
scheme-which was not quite completed.
and found that all that water comes off
agricultural land.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Do they use much
fertiliser there?

Mr. ACKLALND: Here we may use on the
average 1 cwt. of fertiliser per acre; and
there they use about 7 cwt. per acre, in
addition to which they use hundreds and
hundreds of tons of stable manure on each
property. They collect all the manure in
the barns during the five months' winter
period and spread it on the land at a later
date.

All this land to which I refer is most
valuable. It is all within the 30-inch rain-
fall area. The furthest of it is 40 miles
from Perth and it comes to within 25 miles
of the city. If we arc to have 1,300.000
people in Perth by the end of this century,
we will need all of this land, and a great

deal more, to feed them. I think this sug-
gestion of the committee should be re-
sisted to the utmost.

Mr. Hearman: What is the rainfall of the
Thames Valley?

Mr. ACKLAND: I am not quite Sure, but
I believe London has much the same rain-
fall as Perth: about 36 inches. There are
people, as I have said previously, who will
walk off their properties if they do not re-
ceive assistance, and the money which
the Government is talking of using to re-
sume this highly productive and valuable
land could be used to keep these 53 people
on their properties in the Badgingarra
area and thus do good for the State. Prom
this proposed resumption nothing but harm
could come to Western Australia.

The Minister for Transport: The alter-
native would probably be that Mundaring
Weir would finish up as a salt lake.

Mr. ACKLAND: I have just said that
on the three properties which I inspected
-they were the only three one could in-
spect. being the only ones that have been
cleared for 50 or 60 years, and being
spread from a point 10 miles from Mun-
daring to almost the outer extremity of
the catchmnent area-there is not a sign
of salt anywhere.

Two or three years ago there was, in
India, an expert on water pollution and
purification, engaged on work for the
Indian Government. I have forgotten his
name, but it could easily be ascertained.
and I respectfully suggest that the Gov-
ernment, try to secure this man or some-
one else with comparable qualifications in
order to obtain advice before It takes this
absolutely foolish step of making these
resumptions. The man to whom I refer
would have a complete knowledge of the
subject, because the Indian sub-continent
is so thickly populated and highly de-
veloped that anything he had to say
about the position in Western Australia
could be of the utmost value.

I believe that within 20 years another
committee will advise the Government of
that day that this land is much more
useful and will not be lost or injured or
spoilt for water catchment purposes by
letting It be used by the people who are al-
ready there. There is no fear of the Govern-
ment ever having to throw open the
330,000 acres now held by the Forests
Department. It would not hurt me to
any great extent if I were put off this
land but there are men there who are the
second generation of workers on their pro-
perties, and others whose whole livelihood
is dependent on the land they are working;
and if the Government endeavours to
compensate them as it is compensating
others at the present time, a grave injus-
tice will be done to each and every one
of them. I thank members for the
attentive hearing they have given me and
for having extended the time for my
speech.
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MR. JOHNSON (Leedervllle) (8.40]:
Like the majority of other speakers in
this debate, I wish to start by compli-
menting the new members who have
made their maiden speeches, particularly
the new members on the other side of
the Chamber, because they have shown
some degree of ability in a most difficult
task-that of addressing this House for
the first time. I compliment them in
particular because I am well aware that
anybody in the Labour Party who rises
to the position of being selected as a
candidate for Parliament has gone
through a pretty hard school; and al-
though he may not be a polished de-
bater, he is undoubtedly already well able
to express himself fairly clearly. The
rough and tumble of our party does pro-
duce that type.

If Parliament is to function as a demo-
cratic institution, it Is essential that the
standard of debate in this House should
be reasonably effective. It is not neces-
sary that it be Perfectly Polished; but
the standard of debate should be pretty
clear and, as we have heard from the
Premier's speech earlier today, it is essen-
tial that a two-eyed view be taken of
those difficult subjects on which we differ.

New members will find that of all the
legislation that comes before this Cham-
ber the majority Is non-controversial in
political essence. We occasionally have
differences of opinion about little details,
but the main controversy takes place on
only a limited number of subjects. We
get along very well and enjoy the thrust
and parry of exchanging opinions on the
non-controversial matters. Where we do
achieve a useful purpose, as a Parliament,
Is In examining those thoughts which are
Put before us and seeing that the differ-
ent ideas relative to the legislation are
all examined from every viewpoint.

I very much regret that this even-
ing both the Leader of the Opposi-
tion and the member for Nedlands are
missing, because I wish to deal with
a subject on which they have both
spoken. More particularly do I wish
to discuss the manner in which the
member for Nedlands dealt with the
subject; because he, as a new member,
is failing by not taking a reasonable,
balanced view of an important subject on
wvhich he is able to speak with some auth-
ority. I say that because he is a person
who has had training of a type that would
Peculiarly fit him for discussing the sub-
ject.

Firstly, I would like to compliment him
on the manner in which he presented it.'Having enjoyed, at different times, the
experience of acting as a critic or umpire
at a number of debates, I feel it is far
easier to criticise debating efforts than it
is to produce them. I repeat, I would like to
compliment the member for Nedlands on
the manner in which he Produced his
subject; the manner in which he stood,
and the manner in which he spoke. It

was most impressive; it was well done;
and in a debating competition would score
a very large number of points.

He speaks impressively; he pauses cor-
recly; and during the pauses, one can
hear the Pin feathers in his wings starting
to grow, because there is no doubt that he
produces for himself, and for those who
think like him, a belief that here is the
angel of the Lord. It sounds well; but
the subject matter is something which a
debating critic is seldom required to
discuss. However, this is a parliamentary
Chamber and not a formal debating society.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: What about a
critique of yourself?

Mr. JOHNSON: I have had plenty of
them.

Mr. Hearman: Do angels have children?
Mr. JOHNSON: Ilam no angel, so I would

not be able to speak with authority. The
point I wish to make in relation to this is
that the standard of debate Is important.
If Parliament is to be a good useful organ
in the future of this State, the standard of
debates has to be watched; and it is good
that it should be effective, but it is essential
that we should remember that the subject
on which we speak is not formal debate
for which one gets marks, principally for
Presentation. The value of Parliament is
in discussing and examining all the various
points that are put forward.

In regard to the functioning of Parlia-
ment. the Address-in-reply debate is not
really the correct place upon which to
debate financial matters; but we have had
three important speeches on finance, all of
which I feel could and sho-ild have taken
place on the debate on the Supply Bill,
because that debate deals with a financial
matter. To my mind, it would be more
useful if debates on the Address-in-reply
could be shortened-

Hon. D. Brand: Hear! Hear!
Mr. JOHNSON: -by giving members

other opportunities of dealing with the
small matters concerned with their dJis-
tricts-by a grievance day or by a debate
on the adjournment of the House, as is
done in the Federal sphere. That would
reduce considerably the debate on the
Address-in-reply and it would save us from
having to make, as has been done here, a
speech covering three or four subjects. I
hope that new members will not only take
an interest in the functioning of Parlia-
ment, but that they will also give some
thought to a change in the Standing
Orders and in the method of dealing with
these matters in order to achieve that end.

I now wish to revert to a subject which
I shall discuss at length. I refer to the
matter of finance. The Premier has in-
dicated that in his opinion there is a con-
spiracy between the Liberal Party, certain
newspapers and organs of opinion which
put forward the view that our financial
troubles are of recent origin and are
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capable of being solved by two actions:
One, the freezing of the wage level; and
the other, the returning of taxation powers
to the States.

It is of interest to note that although
the member for Nedlands produced, as he
said, six items in regard to this matter,
when he sent a copy of his speech to the
"Sunday Times" they made the number
nine. In actual fact, he has produced six
or nine items of no real value. He listed
a number of things which are the con-
tinuing duty of Government-in this case,
the Federal Government, because it has
the financial powers.

The first was that our rate of expansion
had to be geared to a figure we could
afford. If that idea is new to the member
for Nedlands, it Is not new to anybody
who has given any thought to the future
of Australia; and it is regarded as the con-
tinuing duty, and one of the main respon-
sibilities of Governments both State and
Federal, Particularly Federal. They have
to gear the country's expansion to what It
can afford. That is what Parliaments are
for. His second point is: A close examina-
tion of all the projects in hand, both Com-
monwealth and State. Once again, it is
for that purpose that we have Parliaments
and Governments. They are elected to
ensure that the examination is effective.
Also, that is why we have Ministers. Such
examinations are not carried out solely by
civil servants; it Is a continuing duty of
Governments. The next point mentioned
by the hon. member deals with works
Priorities to ensure the best use of funds
available. The Premier expressed an
opinion on this and explained how it was
done. However, let me say that this has
always been the responsibility of a Gov-
ernment.

If members will read the 18th Report of
the Joint Committee of the Commonwealth
House In relation to public accounts, they
will see Just how that priority is estab-
lished; how the works which a State has
to carry out are listed; how they are sent
to the Co-ordinator of Works; how they
are discussed there before the Loan Coun-
cil meets; and how the Loan Council
arrives at its decision. That 18th Report
of the Joint Committee Is nearly two years
old, which proves that the idea is not new.

The next point is that Government
administration in both Commonwealth and
State Governments should be streamlined
from ministerial level to the lowest
possible level. I have vague recollections
of reading about such a similar move when
I was a kid at school. I think Pitt was the
one who first came under fire for suggest-
ing this particular point. However, it has
been regarded as a Government respon-
sibility ever since there was a system of
government.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You would have
some bother to talk about it had it not
been for the speech of the member for
Nedlands.

Mr. JOHNSON: I am sorry that the
member for Nedlands; is not present, be-
cause I think I can teach him something;
and for the purpose of having a record
made in Hansard, I am putting these facts
forward in detail.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I do not know
whether you could enhance the teaching
Profession.

Mr. JOHNSON: After all is said and
done, I did not remain in one class for
two Years when I was going to school. The
next point submitted by the member for
Nedlands is that defence expenditure
should be examined by the best method
available in the light of Possible threats
and modem methods of waging war. That
subject is at present being examined at
some length and with some publicity by
the Joint Committee on Commonwealth
Public Accounts. There is nothing new
in that suggestion, and it has no current
value, not even as a problem for debate.

The next point mentioned by the hon.
member was that of eliminating waste in
Government undertakings and, if need be,
curtailing or disposing of such undertak-
ings. That is an old story. The idea of
curtailing or disposing of such undertak-
ings is one that Liberals would put forward.
especially when they wish to dispose of our
few profitable concerns to people of their
own ilk.

The way they gave away, quite recently.
the whaling industry in our North-West-
which was a real producer of income-
might please the member for Nedlands;
but there Is no sense in suggesting
that we should dispose of those industries
which make profits for the benefit of the
taxpayer, and there is no opportunity avail-
able to dispose of non-profitable industries
because nobody wants them. The only
reason why a Government carries them on
is because no one else will do so.

The next item is one which I find has
some interest. It is the statement that we
should call for the cessation of State poli-
tical interference in the wage structure.
That is an admission which has just begun
to appear in the propaganda issued by the
Liberal Party; namely, that there is poli-
tical interference in the Commonwealth
arbitration sphere. On this side of the
H-ouse we, the whole Labour movement and
the industrial movement, have been well
aware for many years that there is a
degree of political interference in Arbitra-
tion Courts which has been particularly
noticeable in the Commonwealth Arbitra-
tion Court.

That has existed no matter what Govern-
ment has been in office. For many years
there has been a very noticeable inclina-
tion by the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court to agree with or make a decision on
any matter which it knew followed the
policy of the Government in office. This
state of affairs was very apparent when
the £1 rise in the basic wage was
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announced. We found such an attitude
related to the war loading, and also to the
freezing of the basic wage level.

It is good to obtain an admission that
the Liberal Party does acknowledge this
particular point, namely, that that party
does interfere in arbitration matters. Pre-
viously, that party has always held up its
hands in horror and commented that it
was bad and was everything that it should
not be. But is it bad now? Should Goy-
ernmnents interfere in arbitration or should
they not? I maintain that the position,
in regard to arbitration in our govern-
mental set-up, is such that Governments
should interfere in certain matters which.
in my opinion, arbitration courts have
taken unto themselves quite wrongly. It
is the duty of the Government to establish
the level of the economy of the country. It
is not the duty of a non-elected body.

The policy in relation to such matters is
the responsibility of the Government; but
Governments of all complexions, at dif-
ferent times, have sheltered behind the
decisions of arbitration courts because they
were not game to make such decisions
themselves. That is one particular aspect
which relates to those actions which have
a tendency to place restrictions on the
majority of people-which, of course, is the
working class folk-and Governments have
camouflaged their intentions by biding
behind the decisions of the courts. These
courts have grasped the opportunity to
establish and to wield power which they
were never entitled to wield. That is only
natural. Everybody likes to assume
power, including judges. However, in my
opinion it is important that we should
recognise the responsibility of a Govern-
ment to watch over the economic structure
of the country. It is the responsibility of
the Government and of nobody else.

The final point mentioned by the mem-
ber for Nedlands is one which is of great
importance as a basis for argument;
namely, the return of taxing powers to the
State. We all listened to the speech of
the member for Nedlands when he men-
tioned that taxing powers should be re-
turned to the State; and it will be re-
membered that this point was also men-
tioned by the Leader of the Opposition.
Before I continue: Is the Opposition going
to get me a better hearing?

Mr. HEARMAN: Mr. Speaker,' in view
of the fact that our attention has been
drawn to the point, I must draw your
attention to the state of the House.

Hon. D. Brand: There should be at least
22 members on the other side of the H-owse.

The Minister for Transport: We have a
bigger percentage than you have.

Bells rung and a quorum formed.

Mr. JOHNSON: I am pleased to note
that what I am saying is so distasteful to
members of the Liberal Party that there
remains only one representative on the
front bench, and one behind, to listen to

what I have to say. The Country Party
does take a 50 Per cent, greater interest.
Its members are more responsible and have
the interests of the country much more
at heart. That is frequently noticeable.
When the Liberal Party members walked
out, I was discussing this matter of the
return of State taxing powers to the States.

Hon. D. Brand: They walked out for
the lack of something better to do.

Mr. JOHNSON: If the hon. member
wishes to interject, I wish he would do so
a little louder.

Hon. D. Brand: I said they did so for
the want of something better to do.

Mr. SPEAKER: I suggest the hon. mem-
ber address the Chair.

Mr. JOHNSON: Very well, Mr. Speaker.
The return of taxing powers to the States
is a debatable question. It sounds well,
but is plainly and completely irresponsible.
It would not be taken as a point In a
Public debate by anybody who had any
thought or responsibility towards the State
of Western Australia. It may be a re-
sponsible attitude towards the Liberal
Party in Canberra, because it has some
value in supporting it in the mess it is
making of our country for the benefit of
certain big financial interests. But it is
irresponsible as a Western Australian, and
Irresponsible and unintelligent as an Aus-
tralian to think along those lines.

The suggestion put forward by the
member for Nedlands is that taxing powers
should be returned to the States, and that
all States should agree as to how that
taxing should be done; that they should
also agree to a uniform method of taxing
and obtain agreement before they deal
with it. That sounds all right, but it Is
silly.

If we are to have agreement between
the States as to the method of taxing,
and as to the amount of taxing, which-
ever State is first in with its Budget will
disclose the whole of the Budgets of the
other States. Point one: Is that sensible?
Is it responsible? If we are to have agree-
ment in that much detail, what is the
difference between that and the present
system? The thought may arise in the
minds of the uninitiated that, although it
may be possible to have a uniform taxa-
tion agreed upon as to the method, it would
be possible to have different rates of tax.

But that, of course, is not so. at least
as far as the claimant States are con-
cerned-and Western Australia. is a claim-
ant State because if we agree to
taxation rates on any item below the
average of non-claimant States, we
will be Penalised in relation to our States
grant. Accordingly the effect of any agree-
ment would be the identical effect of the
current universal single taxing authority.

Trho further suggestion that the Grants
Commission would take up the slack in
no way Interferes with the present situa-
tion. The whole thing is Just a farrago of
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nonsense. it Is irresponsible, and has no
bearing against a background of facts.
though it may have bearing against facts
as newspapers print them. We, however,
are responsible people sent here by our
electors to look after and be responsible
to the people of Western Australia. To
make suggestions such as those that have
been made by the Leader of the Oppo-
sition and the member for Nedlands is
plain, straight irresponsibility.

It is irresponsible to suggest that since
New South Wales has increased the rate
of its rail fares and freights, we should
not do the same. It is necessary that if
New South Wales and Victoria increase
their railway freights, we should make
same step in the same direction because of
the Grants Commission. If we do not,
then we are directly reducing the amount
of the grant we receive.

I am not suggesting it is essential that
we follow them the whole way. But it is
essential that if they make a step in that
direction, we must make a similar step.
The length of the step Is something on
which we can exercise some judgment and
one which we can argue before the Grants
Commission. But it is a matter on which
we are not completely masters of our own
destiny; and in that regard I would
remind members that the wheat industry
in this State is being directly subsidised
by the railways, in that the amount that
Is allowed for freight in the production
price of wheat on which the wheat farmers
get their money, is greater than the rate
of freight actually charged. It would not
hurt our railways, therefore, to put up
their rail freights to at least the amount
the cockies are getting for it. That is only
just.

But a direct subsidy to an industry that
is well off is another matter. It was suit-
able when it was not well off. But now that
the stage has been reached where it looks
rather as though over-production Is creep-
Ing in, it is quite wise to increase freight
rates; firstly, to maintain our railways; and
secondly, to indicate to those who are
growing their wheat at costs somewhere
near the margin that it might be wise for
them to get into, some particular type of
production that is more economical for the
land they have.

Mr. Perkins: Have you put this up to the
Minister for Mines? It should be popular
In his electorate.

Mr. JOHNSON: I think many members
of the wheat-farming community would
understand that If It were put forward to
them. The facts and figures are available
to them if they care to study them.

Mr. Perkins: I will organise a meeting of
wheat growers for you if you like.

Mr. JOHNSON: I am not suggesting it
would be 100 per cent. popular; no attack
on a person's pocket is 100 per cent.
popular.

Mr. Ackland: It Is not 50 Per cent.
correct.

Mr. JOHNSON: It is not 50 per cent.
correct, but 100 per cent. correct: and if
the hon. member would like to check the
figures in relation. to the Production Price
of wheat, he may do so.

Mr. Ackland: They are constantly under
review; I watch them closely.

Mr. JOHNSON: The hon, member
Probably does watch them, but I do not
think he understands them. The facts are
as I have stated them. That was a bit of
byplay.

Mr. Ross Hutchinison., Let us get back to
the member for Nedlands.

Mr. JOHNSON: The member for Ned-
lands speaks with the authority of the
people who put him in and the interests
he represents. He is apparently regarded
as a leader in that party. The member
for Nedlands did suggest that it would be
well to plan the economic cruising speed of
the ship of State. He further indicated
that he approved of planning the migration
rate, of planning a wages policy, of plan-
ning Government works, and of planning
Government defence expenditure.

Anyone would think that he was a
socialist, except for the fact that ha
neglects to take any interest in planning
the interest rate and profit rate. If he
were concerned with planning those two
items, he would have a far more balanced
view. It is nice to realise that when they
think they are in trouble, the mouthpieces
of the Liberal Party can agree that plan-
ning Is the way to get out of trouble. It
is amusing to see how they wriggle when
the mouthpiece of the Liberal Party, in the
form of the member for Nedlands, says
that the economic statement made by the
Federal Leader of the party is a need for
cash in the coffers.

The Federal Leader of the party said
otherwise;, and, in effect, that it was neces-
sary to deal with the overseas balance, and
not have cash in the coffers. On page 4 of
the statement he said "there was every
reason to suppose that the objective of
balancing our external accounts by the
middle of this year will be achieved." So
we have a degree of wriggling here. We
find the suggestion Published in the Press
while the Prime Minister is touring the
world at the taxpayers' expense, that he
will borrow money in the dollar market.
The monthly summary of Australian con-
ditions issued by the National Bank agrees
that that is wrong, or rather it should be
treated with a great deal of doubt. I refer
to the July issue on page 3 dealing with
the subject of overseas borrowing. It
Says--

We must recognise always that the
interest has to be met and the capital
repaid, thus imposing future burdens
upon the balance of overseas payments.
These burdens-especially real where.
as in our case, overseas balances are
subject to major changes of fortune-
stress the need for careful restraint In
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the matter of overseas borrowing ..
-Care needs to be exercised in the ap-

plication of any such further govern-
mental or short-term borrowings from
overseas, so that excessive strain is not
placed upon the balance of payments.

That is a fairly straightforward state-
ment with which I find myself in general
agreement. Yet it indicates that the Prime
Minister, who during his panic session in
March was concerned with the balance of
payments, is doing the right thing in giv-
ing us further balance of payment troubles.
It would appear that following the Liberal
policy of lack of control, something termed
in the Army as "the Jack system," he is
trying to postpone the current trouble until
after the next election.

The next matter I shall deal with is part
of the speech of the member for Nedlands,
part of that of the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, part of that of the Prime Minister,
and part of the general discussion on our
economic condition which has taken place
in the Press and in conversation. That
applies to the hire-purchase and discount
firms which are causing some of the trouble
under which we are suffering. The member
for Nedlands says they have no part in it.
The Leader of the Opposition skimmed over
the matter. The Leader of the Federal
Party had other things to say; and on
page 11 of his statement, he said "under
the circumstances now existing the trading
banks have found that funds are being
diverted from fixed deposit to finance ex-
penditure on much higher short-term rates,
on hire purchase and the like ventures."

On page 10. the statement says "under
the circumstances of the market the
central bank has until quite recently felt
called upon to support bond Prices by ab-
normal and in total huge purchases, and
this again involved the outlay of many
Millions of money." Mr. Menzies was
referring to the support that had been
given by the Commonwealth Bank to the
bond market. If anyone doubts where
that money went, let him check the growth
of funds made available to the hire-pur-
chase industry.

For the benefit of Country Party mem-
bers in particular, I relate a. rather amus-
ing story which I heard a. few days ago
about a farmer who was a client of a cer-
tain bank in a country town. ike many
other farmers, he had a better return than
he expected for the year. He reduced his
overdraft -limit; and instead of repaying
the arced .E400, he reduced it by approxi-
mately £1,400. In the Middle of his
Ploughing. his tractor went on him. In-
stead of trying to repair it, he decided to
buy a new one. He went back to the bank
and said, "Regarding the extra £1,000 I
repaid on the overdraft limit, I have to
buy a new tractor. How about it?"

The bank said, "We cannot advance you
the £1,000 to buy a tractor. What the
bank, can do Is to help you to buy a new

tractor through one of the hire-purchase
agencies, of which -we hold a 40 per cent.
interest." They took him to the hire-pur-
chase agency; but instead of paying th&'
overdraft rate of interest of 51 per cent. or
possibly 5 per cent. for primary producers,
he had to pay the hire-purchase rate of
interest which is 10 per cent, or more.

The Minister for Justice: That would be
a fiat rate.

Mr. JOHNSON: Yes.
Mr. Hearman: Was it the Rural & In-

dustries Bank?
Mr. JOHNSON: It was the National

Bank, which holds 40 per cent. of the shares
in Custom Credit.

The Minister for Transport:. A summary
along those lines appears on the front page
of "The Farmers Weekly".

Mr. JOHNSON: The cast to that farmer
for that tractor must have been at least
£C50 more. of this extra cost some 40 per
cent, went back to the bank with which
he had been doing business. That is
straightout exploitation. It is completely
irresponsible, but highly profitable. At
the moment that firm is offering deben-
tures at '7 per cent.

I have here a prospectus of an issue
at par of £3,000,000, registered first
mortgage debenture stock, to 7 per cent.
per annum. The interest rates range
from U* per cent., for three months, to
'7 per cent. for five to 20 years. They
also have an arrangement for fixed de-
posits which is of some interest because.
although a person can take up registered
debentures for three months, the firm will
pay 34 per cent, for money that is left
with it on fixed deposit. There is I per
cent. difference right UP to the 12 months'
terms.

This firm is owned, as to 40 per cent.,
by the National Bank. The National
Bank's fixed deposit rate is 2* per cent.
for three months; 2j per cent, for six
months; 21 per cent, for 12 months; and
3 per cent. f or two years. The firm
which it largely owns, and to which it is
Pushing its clients wherever possible, pays
5f per cent, for two years; and the bank
claims It is short of money to lend to its
borna fide customers. It would appear to
me to be greedy, shall I say.

Mr. Bovell: Is not that system to fin-
ance a totally different type of credit
from normal banking practice?

Mr. JOHNSON: A little earlier I related
an incident of a farmer who went to his
bank'to ask for an overdraft that he had
previously had on the same security, and
the bank shot him off to the hire-
purchase firm with no thought for the
customer, but only for the profit. It has
been suggested that the hire-purchase
firms have no effect upon the interest rate
which Is being charged for anything else.
I1 suggest that anyone who has a few bob
to invest should look at a number of
things In relation thereto.
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I have taken cuttings from today's paper,
and there are advertisements under the
heading "Money and Mortgages" for 10
per cent., 121 per cent., and one which has
been recurring for some tine, for 121 per
cent., capital repayable in 7 to 9a days.
There is an advertisement, on general lines,
of another hire-purchase firm for money
which is redeemable at 24 months' notice,
at 10 per cent. Then we find "David Mur-
ray Holdings, Interest 9 per cent. I.A.C. 61
Per cent. cumulative debenture stock.
Doubles itself In 11 years; more than trebles
itself in 18 years." Yet we find that firms
who are doing important work such as the
Star Bowkett Society which deals only with
housing, are offering 5 per cent. What
chance have such firms in the money mar-
ket?

The reinvestment of the Commonwealth
3 per cent, and 3* per cent. bonds which
are due tomorrow is at 3* per cent. for
one year and 5 per cent. over seven years,
or 20 years. The major advertisement
that the Commonwealth has put for-
ward In relation to the loan is not that
it is a particularly good interest rate, but
that If the investor has a big Income, he
can dodge taxation.

The advertisement shows that the yield,
in real terms in relation to a man with an
income of £10,000 a year, is 5.5 per cent.;
whilst to the small man who has an income
of only £500 a year, it is 5.6 per cent. That
is buttering the fatted pig; and that is the
level to which the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has had to descend to try to get
money for the development of Australia;
whilst, at the same time these hire-pur-
chase people are pressing forward for the
milk-bar economy about which we were
warned some years ago.

Mr. Hearman: Could the States or the
Commonwealth deal with the hire-pur-
chase question?

Mr. JOHNSON: That is a matter on
which there is not complete agreement.
The Prime Minister, in his statement in
March, Indicated that there was doubt as
to the ability of the Commonwealth to deal
with it. There is no doubt about the abil-
ity of the State to deal with an inside loan;
but It is essential. if it is to be dealt with,
that under the commerce power It should
be dealt with so that control goes beyond
the boundaries of one State.

Mr. Hearman: In other words, the States
could deal with it if they got together.

Mr. JOHNSON: They could deal with it
by complete agreement. Personally I think
the Commonwealth could deal with it un-
der the banking power; and certainly it
could deal with it under the taxing power.
I am not too sure that because of the
economic emergency that is amongst us it
might not be able to deal with it under the
defence power; but I feel the Common-
wealth shouid do something about it, be-
cause it is one of the major unbalanc-
ing factors of our economy.

Mr. Hearman: The States should have a
crack at it as well.

Mr. JOHNSON; I was trying to point out
that it was useless for one State to deal
with it by itself. It can be done only if
the legislation involves all the States. It
will probably be one of the matters dealt
with at the forthcoming conference: and
because all State Premiers have indicated
an interest in It, I feel sure that if there
is any doubt about it the Commonwealth
should deal with it by legislation, and
enabling legislation to overcame the diffi-
culty will be smartly put through all the
State Parliaments.

But primarily it is the responsibility of
the Commonwealth to deal with financial
matters, and I think this qiuestion should
be dealt with under the banking power.
If this is not the Issue of paper mnoney, then
there is a heck of a lot of paper being
wasted. This has the same effect as the
issue of pound notes, and I doubt whether
anyone could find that this hire-purchase
business is not the issuance of credit under
the judgment of the High Court of Eng-
land in relation to the Banking Act;, There
are some very interesting points there. I
think the Commonwealth could deal with
the matter; and I feel the reason why it
does not is, not that it is not capable, but
that it would lose its financial supporters.

Mr. Hearman: flow would you deal with
It? Would you try to wipe it out?

Mr. JOHNSON: No;, I would not try and
wipe it out because, like many another
thing that is misused, It is a moat useful
tool, and It has a very real place in our
economy. The first thing that It is neces-
sary to do in relation to it is to reduce the
excess profitability; that is, to take the
excess pressure off the selling side. The
next item could possibly be the insistence
of a fairly high margin of deposit. There
are several ways In which It could be done;,
but seeing it has to be carried out either
by the Commonwealth, or in agreement
with It, I am not going to lay down any
hard-and-fast method. But one which
I amr certain of, is the necessity to reduce
profitability.

I would mention in passing that the
economic crisis with which we are dealing
is by no means a sudden growth as it stems
from a long way further back than March.
or the previous September when the import
restrictions were first brought in. It stems
first from the defeat of the Prices referen-
dum when control over prices was wilfully
Jettisoned so that the profit-takers could
get in and make the profits which they
had been prevented from making during
the war period.

The big profits that have been taken since
then constitute an outrage upon Austealia;
not every profit but the big ones, some of
which have been outrageous. That is the
place to start first and the position there
was followed by the diffidence about Insti-
tuting a wool tax. I am not sure that -a
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wool tax was the ideal method, but it
was discussed and eventually dodged. The
crisis followed, also, from the throwing
away of capital controls.

If we had retained those controls, even
without holding on to any of the others,
some of the troubles which we now have-
particularly the growth of hire purchase-
would have been restricted; and we might
have seen instead more basic industries
developed, and less of these milk-bar-
economy industries coming to the surface.

I wish now to put forward two or three
points that I think are of importance, and
I invite anyone who takes an interest in
things financial to study them and give
an opinion on them. One of the first re-
quirements for recovery from our present
troubles is a change in the tax structure,
and I would suggest removing indirect taxes
as far as possible. Sales tax is one for which
I have a great dislike, although It has some
value in certain circumstances; and I
would replace it by a violent increase in
income tax at the top level; a review of
wheat prices in a more realistic manner;
and a more urgent striving for markets
abroad for those products which we can ex-
port. I would like to see a realisation of
the f act that the basis of the economny is
the capital expenditure which the Govern-
ment makes and not the capital expendi-
tures of private industry.

The basis of our economy is the develop-
mental work such as roads, railways, water
supplies, telephone and other communica-
tions, together with similar items; and we
are getting into strife economically be-
cause we have already outrun many of
those capital expenditures, and it Is neces-
sary that there should be a heavy increase
in taxation on the higher and unearned in-
comes to make a continuation of those
expenditures possible.

The final point-one of great import-
ance-is to Change the Federal Govern-
ment. Had it lived out its full life Instead
of dodging out 13 months earlier, because
it knew a storm was coming, we would
have been In the throes of a Federal elec-
tion about now, and the result would have
been vastly different from that Which. was
obtained in a snap election on a fake issue.
That is the final and most necessary
change to help us out of our troubles.

Hon. D. Brand: Has Dr. Evatt any
better ideas? He has not yet been able to
convince anyone that he has.

Mr. JOHNSON: That is a matter upon
which we will not agree. One of the most
recent actions of the Federal Government;
and one bound to destroy completely any
idea the working people had that they
could expect any degree of justice from
the current Federal Government, was the
extreme cynicism with which the man
who passed through the objectionable
legislation creating a new star chamber
industrial court placed himself in charge
Of it..

That was the absolute depth of political
cynicism, and it was an action designed
to create trouble, even If it was done in
sheer stupidity. In my view it was a
straight-out request for trouble; and al-
though the trouble may not come until
that court tries to function. I say that
anyone who respects a6 court created under
those conditions Is a most unusual person.

There is one other subject with which
I wish to deal, and which the member for
Nedlands did not deal with, although I
think that as a responsible citizen of
Western Australia he should have done so.
I refer to the Western Australian products
drive. We, in this State, have a great
handicap in our distance from markets, and
it adds to the charge on so many goods that
have to be transported here. But it also
acts as a form of Protection to local in-
dustries, and gives them first cut at the
market.

However, because of inefficiency in
marketing methods or Possibly monopolis-
tic exploitation by Eastern States firms--
or for a number of other reasons-West-
ern Australian products are not as well
received In this State as they should be.
I made a short tour of some of the shops
-and particularly the chain stores--in
my area, the other day; and of the goods
displayed in the windows of the chain
stores, there were quite a number which,
although I know they can be produced
in Western Australia, were not produced
here. There were jams imported from
South Australia and Tasmania but no
Western Australian jams showing. There
was no Western Australian tomato sauce
On show, although two of the shops were
almost within sight of a tomato-sauce
factory.

Mr. Hearman: Could we produce suf-
ficient jam here?

Mr. JOHNSON: We could expand the
production a lot closer to the require-
ments of the market than it is now. 11 do
know that some of our Western Austra-
lian Jams have been exported. The pro-
blem there is that the housewife does not
automatically ask for it; the pressure to
ask People to use Western Australian pro-
ducts is not strong enough.

The Minister for Transport: Do not you
think there is some obligation on the shop
assistants to try to encourage people to
buy it?

Mr. JOHNSON: I was going further
than that; I say that there is a very real
responsibility on shop management.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. JAMIESON: I move-
That the hon. member's time be ex-

tended.
Motion put and passed.

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member may
Proceed.
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Mr. JOHNSON:. I will not delay the
House for any length of time, but I
thank members for ranting me an ex-
tension. I think that the responsibility
rests much more upon the shop proprietor
to press for the sale of Western Australian
products; because whenever he causes to be
said an imported item that could be re-
placed by one produced in Western Aus-
tralia, he is tending to reduce the income
of his own customers. That is putting it
at a pure self-interest level. As a matter
of Western Australian thought, he should
do it for the good of the country; but as
a shopkeeper, he should do it for the good
of his own pocket because an unemployed
customer does not spend much in anybody's
shop.

If the management of our Western Aus-
tralian shops, as a group, cannot do it
in their own interests, someone should do
something about banging them in the
pocket, because that is the only place
where they will feel It, It does not seem
to be any good talking to these people.
It looks as though one must practically
take a policeman along and make them
rub their noses in it, because this self-
evident fact is a matter of £.s.d. If they
do not sell the products of the district,
how will the people in the district main-
tain their employment and buy anything
in the shops?

It struck me as being so simple that why
the deuce they do not do it at all times
is beyond me! But I presume it Is more
important to have a low score on the golf
course, or something like that, than it is
to be Intelligent, even about their own busi-
nesses. So I ask anyone who is in touch
with these gentlemen to point out to them
that it is In their own interests; and even
if they are not Western Australians, it
is in the Interests of the business with
which they are connected to look after
Western Australians and to push Western
Australian products.

There Is little that Western Australia
cannot produce as well and as cheaply as
the Eastern States. There is some fault in
relation to the Publicity and salesmanship,
but the product itself is the equal of pro-
ducts manufactured in the Eastern States.
If the defects of public relations and ad-
vertising of Western Australian manufac-
tires do happen to militate against them,
surely it is in the interests of the people
selling them In their shops to do something
about overcoming that defect! I just want
to leave that thought in members' minds
and to appeal for a much greater use of
Western Australian products and for a
much more intelligent interest to be taken
in the subject, particularly by those who
distribute these products through their
own businesses.

On motion by Mr. Hearman, debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at 9.45 p.m-
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Wednesday, 15th August, 1956.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m.. and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

COKE.
Sources of Supply.

Ran. L. A. LOGAN asked the Chief
Secretary:

In view of the large number of coke
stoves in use today, particularly in country
areas, can the Minister advise-

(1) Why the State Electricity Commis-
sion has discontinued selling coke to
clients?

(2) What other sources of supply of coke
are available?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
(1) The sale of coke has not been dis-

continued, but the demand is greater than
the supply.

(2) The Fremantle Gas and Coke Co.
also produces household coke.

RAILWAYS.
(a) Refreshment Rooms.

I-on. J. McI. THOMON asked the
Minister for Railways:

(1) How many refreshment rooms has
the Railway Department now operating?

(2) How many have been closed since
the 30th June, 1955--

(a) for what reason were they closed;
(b) what number of employees was

engaged in the premises closed;
(c) were these employees absorbed

into other employment within the
department; and if not, what be-
came of them?

(3) Is It the Intention to close other
refreshment rooms during the current
financial year; and if so, could the Minister
Indicite the number affected?


